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taiher Forecast
Tonight and Sunday
fair; probably local showers.

--

VOL. XXXIV.

STOP
VIOLENCE
OF
DEEDS
LINES IN
TRANSPORTATION
CINCINNATI TODAY.
,
BADLY
BATTER

STRIKERS

BEATEN
MOTORM EN

AND CONDUCTORS WHO
TRY TO RUN CARS.

A

SPECTAtDLAR

to the Cincinnati mayor by statins
that when it has been demonstrated
that the Cincinnati authorities have
exhausted their strength in keeping
order, there will be no temporizing on
his part.

STUNT

AND CEMENT
GIRDER
STEEL
DROPPED FROM THE TOP OF
A HIGH BUILDING.

EBELS WILL TRY
TO CAPTURE

The loss logic there is
in a man the louder he talks.
IV
-

CITY ED'TIO

'

h

200

that he had not slept for three
weeks and had walked many miles In
an attempt to tire himself out, that

he might gain some rest.
MILITANTS' NEW STUNT.
London, May 17. The militant suffragettes today made a slight change
in their arson campaign. Instead of

Ariz.,

May 17

houses,
setting fire to unoccupied
they attempted to destroy a tenanted
residence at Cambridge. The interior woodwork was greatly damaged,
and one of the university laboratories adjoining also suffered.
Another can of gunpowder and Will Recognize Huerta Government,
vvasmngion, iviay n. me unsatisslugs was found at Boxmoor station
in Hertfordshire on the London and factory state of relations between the
United States and Mexico probably
Northwestern railway.
w ill soon induce the administration
to take some definite attitude toward
CHICAGO TURNS OUT
recognition of the Huerta govern- ment. The fact that several foreign
states already have accorded recogniTO HONOR CHANGE tion, including
several of the great
powers, is said to be having an influence on the United States. It is said
FORMER LEADER OF CUB3 GIVEN
soon a new ambassador
that very
OVATION ON APPEARANCE
will be appointed to succeed Henry
WITH HIGHLANDERS.
Lane Wilson, and that his credentials will be directed to Provisional
President Huerta.
I

Chicago,

While

May 17.

42,-00- 0

persons were crowded into
the Chicago American league
park here today in celebration
of "Chance Day," a section of
the temporary grand stand colOne woman was carlapsed.
ried away unconscious.
Seveial scores of persons
were involved in the crash. A
few minutes later,, another section of stand back cf the first
base collapsed. No one was
hurt in the second a.cident.

There were about 100 persons
in each of the collapsed sections, but as the stands were
only about three feet from the
ground, most of them escaped
injury.
f

f
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York-Chicag- o

anxiety by the fans than any war
cloud which ever hovered over tne
It grew biack; lights flickBalkans.
ered in windows of tall office buildings, and there was an ominous
growl of thunder, at which a million
weather
the
persons accepting
man's numerical estimate called up
to put their fondest hopes and most
profound apprehensions to the est.
"May be a Bhower this forenoon
nthlng serious clear this afternoon,"
came the reply and the advance
down to await the
crowd settled
opening sale cf seats at It o'clock.

L0N00N PAPER'S STATEMENT track meet with Cornell here this
LINES CANADA, NEW ZEALAND
AND AUSTRALIA UP WITH

OPINION

here this afternoon. Final score:
UNLIKELY Princeton, 62
Columbia, 4G

ADVANCED

THAT

RIGHTS.

to

between $50,000 and $100,000,
London,
May 17. "Should war ing
was
sentenced
today to seven years
break out, the sympathies of AustraSan
in
Quentin
prison,
CanNew
Zealand and Western
lia,
Ranney, a formr inmate of the
ada would be violently on the side
reformatory of New York, deof the United States," says the Pall
Mall Gazette today in discussing the clared that he was forced to steal
California alien land ownership con- by former convicts who knew his rec
ord and levied blackmail on pain of
exposure.
He did not name any of the men,
however, who he said had systematically bled him of everything he could
steal from the railroad.

PRESBYTERIANS DEFER
ACTION

'

A UNION

Atlanta, Ga.,' May 17. Committees
aipciiiti ji by the. Luuod Presbyterian
enurcn ot :sorui America ana tae
Presbyterian Church of the United
Slates to devise a pi actical basis of
union between the two organizations
to
today submitted a joint report
their respective general assemblies,
in session here.
The reports sets fonh the "essens
tial
of the church of Christ"
and enumerates a common standing
ground of fundamental truths on
which both organizations rest.
Among the fundamental truths the
The Westminster conport lists:
fession of faith; the larger and shorter catechisms as doctrinri standards
to be interpreted in the: natural and
obvious meaning;
the , Holy Scnp-tuie- s
of the Old and the New Testament are to
received as the very
word of God. The doctrine of the
Trinity and the divinity of Christ are
other essentials enumerated.
The general assemblies cf both
churches, to whom the report was
submitted, unanimously agreed to
consideration of the proposed basis
for union at the convening of the
1914 assemblies.
It has been urged
that the proposed amalgamation plan
be submitted to the presbyteries before action is taken by the assembly.

'

Come in

UPON

UNITED
AND THE
COMMUNION
ASOLD MOTHER
CHURCH
SEMBLIES CONSIDER UNITY.

Arizona Causes No Complication.
17. Arizona's
Washington, May
B WatklnBf new alien land law is not regarded
Qf CMef Qf ppUce
began a 30 here as Beriously complicating the ne
George Switzer today
'
r
the crime in the gotiations with Japan, because the
years' sentence
-'
act do1 not eotata...ih.$-.samdirect,
penitentiary here.
Switzer attacked the chief of po- bar against Japanese as the Califorlice on Thursday afternoon. Today nia act. It is said that because of
he waived preliminary examination its adverse effect upon Mexican land
and the county attorney exercised the owners In Arizona, a protest will be
Mexican govright under the state law to bring the forthcoming from the
view
even
of the rather
in
ernment,
case immediately before the district
irregular status of the diplomatic recourt.
lations between America and Mexico.

Before District Judge Hamilton,
Switzer pleaded guilty to a charge of
assault with intent to commit murder, and sentence was quickly imposed. Ten minutes later Swite1- - was
taken down the street to the penitento begin his term.
tiary
NORWEGIAN INDEPENDENCE DAY
Watkins found Switzer lying
Chief
St. Paul, Minn., May 17 The Noron the ground apparently intoxicated,
imwegians, who form a large and
afternoon. He attempted
portant element of the popuiation of Thursday
when the man lunged
to
investigate,
th northwest, today celebrated their
at a him with a pocket knife, tut"IndependenctT Day" jwith popular
his throat from ear to ear. The
gatherings and festivities in many ctt- ting
chief
is said to be out of danger.
are
ies and towns. The celebrations
held in commemoration of May 17,
e
1814, when representatives of the
Swedish
under
then
of Norway,
Where
rule, met at Eid3Vold and proclaimed
their independence. To avoid a
bloody war a union was formed with
Sweden, which was dissolved in a
peaceful manner on June 7, 1905. At
all of today's meetings plans were
There seems to be as much
discussed for celebrating the centenstyle in children's clothes now
nial anniversary next year.
And
as there is in grown-ups'- .
the children know it, too.
The other day a little girl
CUBAN AVIATOR MARES
came home from school and astonished ner mother by saying:
want to wear this
- "I don't
SENSATIONAL FLIGHT
dress any more. I want a Russian blouse 'like all the other
TO
FROM KEY WEST
TRAVELS
girls have."
HAVANA IN A LITTLE OVER
Now the mother knew that
TWO HOURS
there were such things as
"Russian blouse dresses," but
Havana, May 17. Domingo Rosillo,
that children were wearing
the Cuban aviator, today made the
them had escaped her notice.
first flight ever accomplished by a
Being a wise women she hastthe Florida
Cuban airman across
adily sought counsel with the
Straits from shore to shore. He startvertisements of THE OPTIC,
ed from Key Westat 5:45 o'clock, arand there she discovered just
riving at Havana at 8:10 o'clock, makwhat "all the girls were wearing the passage of 90 miles in two
ing" and where she could buy
hours and 25 minutes.
most advantageously for her
The announcement of his start from
little daughter.
Key West had been given by the
Many a mother has found
discharge, of three shots from Cabana
in order to know what to
that
fort, and when he came Into view he
her children she must
for
get
was hailed with acclamations by virherself informed of the
keep
tually the whole population of the
changes of style through, readcity, of whom the greater part had
ing the advertisement of the
gathered along the sea and harbor
shops in a re'iiable paper. They
fronts.
tell- her not only what the othRosillo approached the city frying
er children have, but where
at an altitude of 2,000 feet He then
each article may be bought.
wheeled toward the west and landed
He experienced
a Camp Columbia.

ASSOCIATION

OF

COM-

PARIS

IN

DISCUSSES

PROPOSED TARIFF
TRADE

INCREASES
INSTEAD
BETTER

TROUBLES

OF MAKING COMMERCE
IT WILL HAVE CON- -

VIOLATION

,

EFFECT

TRARY

TREATIES

OF

BLED BY CROOKS.
DEPUTY GERALD DECLARES UNILos Angeles, Cal., May 17. William
TED STATES IS UNTRUE TO
St. John Ranney, former chief cleric
ITS AGREEMENTS
to the auditor of the Santa Fe railroad, who confessed thefts amount-

LIT-

TLE NATION WILL DEFEND
HER TREATY

MERCE

Loses to Princeton.
Princeton, May 17. Princeton won
the annual track meet from Columbia

THE UNITED STATES.
NOT

BILL

Columbia

Fort Madison, Jowa, May 17. With- in 40 hours after having slashed the

j

af-

ternoon in a driving rain storm, by a
score of G3 points to 51.

CRITICI

OF UNDERWOOD

NATIONAL
TRACK MEETS.
Penn Beats Cornell.
Philadelphia, May 17. The University of Pennsylvania won the annual
TODAY'S

.

the Children

f

JAPAN

HER COLONIES LIKELY WILL
LEND THEIR AID.

CONFLICT

FRENCH

and consideration of the' tariff bill
bad passed from the senate floor to
the finance CQmmittee, where it will
remain for at least two weeks.

AMERICA
WAR WITH

anti-alie-

COMMITTEE TAKKES TARIFF ACT
Washington, May 17. Neither the
senate or house was iu session today,

ON THE SIDE OF

IN CASE OF

United States to the Japanese protest
land
against the California
legislation.
,

troversy.
The newspaper considers that it
would be a grave mistake to underestimate the chances of a conflict
TO
TOOK All!
between the United States and Japan.
It says:
"The opinion that Japan will never
THE PtNITENTIARY
go to war to enforce her treaty
rights in California is one of those
which lead naMAN WHO CUT THROAT OF FORT dangerous generalities
tions blindfolded to the brink of the
MADISON POLICEMAN QUICKpit."
LY PUNISHED

peo-:pl-

4-

J

EVENT

CALLED OFF.
Thomas Lamb has received a handsome gold Waithahi watch as a reward from UtJ business department
of the Denver Times for having greatly increased the circulation of that
paper in Las Vegas, where he is local agent. Mayor Robert J. Taupert
presented Mr. Lamb with a goid
chain to go with the watch. It had
been planned to have Mayor Arnold
of Denver here to present the watch
on behalf of: the Denver newspaper,
while Mayor Tauport was to make a
presentation speech when handing
the chain to Mr. Lamb. The Greater
Las Vegas band, of which Mr. Lamb
is a charter member, also was to
to the Chief."
have played "Hail
However, as the watch arrived on
Saturday and everybody was busy the
formal ceremonies, which were to
have been held in Lincoln park, were
dispensed with. Mr. Lamb is receiving the congratulations of his friends.
BIG

Four hun
dred recruits from Sonora points left
Agua Prieta early today to move east
into Chihuahua state either against
Juarez or Casas Grandes. A total of
1;000 men is said to have been re-- i
ciuited for this purpose.
The invasion will be led by Juan
N. Medina, former mayor of Juarez
and a colonel in the Madero revolu
tion. Fricton between the constitu
tionalists of the two border states is
expected to be averted, since the
Sonora troops will be led by a Chi
huahua man.
A shipment of 85,000 cartridges
was confiscated here today by Deputy United States Marshal Hopkins.
The ammunition was being transport
ed in a wagon toward the international line.

thousand
17. A
May
Chicago,
"Chance Day" fans were lined up
in front of the box office at American
league park at 10 o'clock today,
Governor Refuses Troops
the vanguard of the multicomprising
rea
Columbus, May 17 Sending
tude awaiting the New
of
Hunt
to'
Mayor
buking telegram
this afternoon, dedicated as a
Cincinnati, Governor Cox shortly af- game
ter noon today refused to call out demonstration of friendship to Manaof
the militia to quell disturbances in ger Frank Chance, former leader
the
of
Highlanders.
the
Cubs,
pilot
the Cincinnati street car strike. The
The first ticket seeker turned tip
telegram was in answer to a request
7 o'clock in the person of a womat
made to the governor by the Cincinnati mayor that troops be ordered to an, who, like many who followed,
carried a lunch. A cloud appeared
the scene.
in the sky and was viewed with more
The
governor declared that troops
not be called until the local
authorities had exhausted their own
resources.
f
"In view of your having placed no
policemen on the cars, we don't believe the statement made that you
have exhausted your resources predicated on the facts," said the gover...
nor's telegram.
Mayor Hunt had wired the governor
earlier in the day:
"There Is an imperative need for
troops. We have exhausted our resources."
Governor Cox closed his telegram

made
a flight across the Florida Straits on
January 30, 1911, but, owing to an
accident was compelled to descend
in the water ten miles from Havana.

feet.
Douglas,

ENGLAND WILL BE

J. A. D. MeCurdy a Canadian,

PLUNGES TO HIS DEATH.
Oakland, Calif., May 17. Harold E. AMMUNITION IS CONFISCATED
Magill, city clerk, committed suicide
today by leaping from the fourteenth UNITED STATES MARSHAL HOLDS
story of the new city hall to the roof
UP A SHIPMENT AT NOGALES,
of a lower part of the same building.
ARIZONA
His body was crushed by the fall of
Magill obtained a permit to go to
the roof and whiie it was Ueing prepared asked the clerk if he thought
a man could drop 200 feet and be
conscious on striking. He had been
in poor health for several months
and told one of his assistants yester-day- (

I

straits.

HARDING'S BODY FOUND.
Iowa, May 17. The
Davenport,
body of a man on whose person was
found a subpoena for "one Frank
Harding" to appear before the grand A THOUSAND MEN ARE RECRUITED TO TAKE THAT CITY OR
jury, was found iu the river here toHis head was caved in and
day.
CASAS GRANDES
theie were many bruises about his
body. Although it was badly decomFURNISHES
posed, friends believe the body is SONORA
400
that of Harding. He left Donahue,
la., where he had been working,
BY JUAN
about two weeks ago to come to Dav- FORCES WILL BE LED
ON
COLONEL
colFORMER
MEDINA,
enport to testify in a "free 'iove
case.
MADERO
STAFF
ony"

some
Cincinnati, May 17 Hurried appeals were sent this morning to Governor Cox and Adjutant (ieueiai
Wood or Ohio, asking tnat the militia be rushed to this city to take
charge of the strike situation.
This means of protesting the opera tions of the stret cars was only
resorted to by Mayor Henry T. Hunt
after a series of assaults on cars
that were not personally conducted
by police had taken place. As the
result of these attacks three men
are in the city hospital in a dangerous condition, while more than a dozen others were severely beaten.
Four cars'were completely wrecked
and left standing In the streets, and
the Traction company nad been
forced to abandon all efforts to operate cars in the western section of the
town, while only a few cars were xo
be seen running through the residence districts of Avondale and Walnut Hills.
Two telephone requests for troops
sent by Mayor Hunt to Governor Cox
brought forth the information that
the governor was reluctant to take
such a stand. After the refusal of
troops at this time had been made
by the governor, the mayor Immediately dispatched a telegram to the
adjutant general demanding troops
and asking that they be sent to the
city hall here by 10 o'clock tomorrow
morning.'
Probably the most spectacular disturbance occurred in the center of
the city when a huge stee'i brace,
bags of cement and other missiles
were hurled at a street car from the
upper floors of the "Union Central
Some of
Life Insurance building.
the cement came from higher than
the twenty-nintfloor, and several
pedestrians were bruised and cut.
The car was completely wrecked and
left in the street
In Madisonville, where the cars
were operated for the first time today, one of them was attacked, the
crew driven off into a nearby woods
and the men who committed the assault took their time in dismantling
and wrecking the car.
Today for the first time the police
did not ride in the cars, but they
were stationed along all routes at intervals of every 59 feet. The Traction company, at noon suspended Its
attempt to operate cars, and all tnat
were running in the morning were
called into their barns.

would

"(J

Daily Maxim

LEASED WIRE TELEGRAPH SERVICE

no difficult, during his flight. The
winds were light and there was only
a slight haze.
By the accomplishment of this flight
Rosillo .wins the prize of $10,000-- of
fered by the city of Havana council
to the first, Cuban aviator to cross the

JUAREZ

STRIKE

ARE

ffJIJt"
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TO STOP CAR

MEN

PREB

EXCLUSIVE ASSOCIATED

NO. 161.

CALLED

liLITIA
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Japanese Ask Equal Rights
Tokio, Japan, May 17. Irresponsible war talk was condemned by most
the speakers at. a mass meeting today, organized by an association representing partly business and partly
educational interests, at which some
were
parliamentary representatives
also present.
The speeches made by the majority
of the educational representatives
were contrasting the other addresses,
sober and conservative. They gave
expression to confidence that the
Japanese would steadfastly point out
the unfairness of discrimination until
prejudice is removed.
It was, however, declared that the
time had arrived when the Japanese
must be given equal treatment with
other peoples, and the speakers condemned the aggressions of the whites
in the world against the colored races,
the instance being given of the lynching of negroes in the southern states.
Professor Nagai of Waseda university, in the course of his address,
said:
"God made the white and colored
peoples equal. Unless we claim equality we shall fail to carry out God's
of

Paris, May 17. The Underwood bill.
as far as it relates to French, industry, was energetically condemned today at the monthly meeting of tha

National Association of Industry and
Commerce.
The chair was taken by
Andre Lebon, a former minister of
commerce, and among the distinguished company were Gabriel Hamotaux,
former foreign minister, and Paul
Delombreau former minister of, commerce.
Deputy George S. Gerald, In review
ing the tariff bill, expressing his objection to its administrative clause,
which, instead of relieving the great
hindrance which he declared exists in
trading in the United States, increas
ed them arbitrarily.
"Mr. Underwood and his friends
say they are only applicable to professional defrauders," eaid M. Gerald,
"This affirmation is not sufficient for
French exporters, who already know
too much about the administration ot
j.
I the American tariff?
Deputy Gerald conuTniSir-"Th- e
world has seen how the L niied
States by its Panama canal act has
violated the
treaty
and how the state of California has
violated the United States treaty with
The projected tariff, which,
seems intended to subsidize American
shipping, violates 20 treaties those
made by the United States with Spain,
Great Britain, Italy, Austria-HungarDenmark, Belgium, yet I still hope
that France and the United States will
be able to arrange a practical agree-

i't

ment"

M. Labon commended the "judicious

comments" of Deputy Gerald and regretted that the "United States, although professing the desire to live
on good terms with all the world, doesi
not give any practical proofs of this
to France."

NOT

PIFtf

l.Iiill
ill

TO IIEA
PITTSBURG

jliii

COMMITTEE
CHARGES

INVEST1-GATE-

S

SUPERINTENDENT.
GOTHAM'S GREAT SHOW.
New York, May 17. The annual
Pittsburg, May 17. The investigamunicipal street pageant, intended!
to illustrate how Father Knicker- tion of alleged immorality against S,
bocker expends millions of dollars L. Heeter, superintendent of rmbllo
yearly for the benefit and welfare schools of Pittsburg, now in progress
of the people, was given today and by a committee of citizens composed
was voted a huge success by the tens of bishops, ministers and businesa
wishes."
of thousands of spectators who lined men, took a new angle lata yesterThis was received with cheering.
Representatives Teutako Hinata and the route of the procession. The day when a former stengrapher to
Kenzo Hayaish protested against the center of attraction for the young- Heeter's employ made affidavit ot
discrimination shown by the alien sters was the paTlc department divi- "undue familiarity" which caused
land ownership bill and condemned sion, which, included a number of her to quit her position, she states.
the lack of land and agricultural
clauses in the existing treaty. They
scored the reckless agitators,
who,
they said, were merely playing the
for
game of those seeking orders
guns and warships.
Resolutions were then adopted declaring that the Japanese in America
must have equal rights with the
whites and that this fundamental solution of the existing difficulty would
be upheld by the Japanese.
Bryan and Wilson Confer
Washington, May 17. Secretary of
State Bryan conferred with the presi-dne- t
this afternoon on the Japanese
situation. The president was taking
a holiday but talked with the secretary of state about the answer of the

j

Heeler brands her statements aa a
malicious lie. Heeter, charged- by
domestic in his home with two serious offenses, was tried la criminal
court and acquitted. Other charse
were brought Meanwhile children
remained away from school and thouA BAFFLING CASE
Salt Lake City, Slay 17. With a bul- sands of them parade tha slrcfs
let hole in the roof of his mouth, carrying banners inscribed "Ki'-James W. Skinner, 60 years old, w?s Ileeter Out."
real estate office
found dead in
STCVALL GTiLt CUT
today. A trail of bloody footprints
was discovered leading out of tha ofChicago, May 17. Tim c
r r '
i fice and down the corridor of the ins tea
building. Although the nature of the all of tha ft Dm ,
bullet wound and a note found on his club is still under oir
deals dated January' 14, directing the was? announced fit the m-Join n of tl c Ai
disposal of his estate. Indicates em d.-A decision if. f "
cide, the police are baffled by the
today.
regulation circus cages containing
animals from the zoo. llattie, the
talented' Central
park elephant,
marched proudly at the head of the
menagerie.
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This sale is just what the name implies-Pro- fit
these ten days the profit will be
Sharing-duri- ng
removed-a- nd
in many cases a part of the first cost-fr- om
new and seasonable merchandise-su- ch
merchandise as you will need immediately-ar- id
with the entire season ahead of you. Those who

wish the most for their money will not delay their attendance at this sale.

Women's Sviits, Coats,
Dresses rvd Waists

What's left of our $31.50 to $47.50 Suits, each
Women's $23.00 to $30.00 Suits, each
Women's $17.50 to $22.50 Suits, each
Women's $12.50 to $15.00 Suits, each
All $7.50 Wash Dresses, excellent variety of
styles, each
All $4.00 Silk Waists, Special, each
All $3.00 and $3.50 Silk Waists, each
AH women's cloth Coats, all this season's
styles,
Women's

ONE THIRD OFF
wool dress Skirts, choice ONE FOURTH

WOMEN'S

Women's gauze vests, trimmed
or untrimmed, worth 35c, Special, each
26e
Women's gauze vests, wortii
'
20c, Special
14c
Women's gauze Union suits, low
neck, sleeveless, either wide or
or tight knee, worth 85c, Special
63;

$23.90
15.75
11.50

975
5.00
3.10
35

Women's Millinery

"

I

MEN'S

One lot of children's colored Dresses
including a variety of styles
and fabrics, all well made and neatly trimmed, worth 43c to 85c,
Spe
Cial
'.35c

:

,

Miscellaneous

RIBBON SPECIALS
No. 100 Taffeta, worth 30c, Special,
No. 60 Taffeta, worth 23c, Special,
No. 40 Taffeta, worth ISc, Special,
No. 22 Taffeta, worth 15c, Special,
No. 100 Satin, worth 35c, Special,
00 Satin, worth 30c, Special,
No.
No. 22 Satin, worth 20c, Special,
No. 22 Saton, worth 20c, Special,

mm i'ins

yard
yard
yard
yard
per yard
per yard

20c

per yard
per yard

17c
15c

per
per
per
per

Any $1.25 Corset for

17c
13c
11c

Piece Goods
inch Standard Percales, fast colors and new desirable
patterns, Special per yard..i
' gc
10 yards of Hope Muslin (but 10
yards to a customer-- )
75c
8 yards Amoskeag
gingham, (8 yard limit)
50c
All 35c Wash goods, including an excellent
variety of fabrics, colors and
pattern's, Special
Z3c
36

ting garments m"ie for service,
worth 50c each, Special for this
39c
sale, each

............
.............

IS inch Wash Silks, worth 65c
per
yard, Special
44,.
3G inch Tub
Silk, excellent quality
and good patterns, worth $1.25 per

98c

Women's 10c Handk'fs for. .'.25c
7Vc and 10c Embroidery for.. 4c
Pearl Buttons, per dozen
2c
One lot of 65c Silk Gloves for. .45c
35c Corset Cover emb. for
24c
60c doz. Val. Lace, per dozen. .24c
6

26c
21c

J
9 CJi
Established

on

I

y

j

e

y

;

!

:

fol-ca- n

senii-windu- p

oe-ga- u

:

i

,

i

i

agt-men- t.

plac-Willia-

j

yard, Special
85c
Our entire line of Foulard Silks,
including the season's best patterns, at ONE FOURTH OFF.

South SidoPLa

1862

James Flynn. Boyd's head apparent--i eucu appeal eu auuou to lay out, JUS man's face. Boyd's round.
Round 4.
ly is made of cast iron. Though antagonist ai tne earnest possiUie
.Newman's blows arew blood from his moment. Big gloves ware in use,
Boyd came in this round with unnose they did not appear to worry However, una 110 uamage vaj none. usual vigor and lasded quick an d hard
the Saguache boy greatly. Could Ill renuimuer oi me bout as borne-wha- t blows to Newman's rigut side. Newmore tame, tint it was tutiicieiit-lman placed a good one to Boyd's
Boyd combine with his unusual dura-- I
last 10 bring uie runs siiouaug to right ear, but failed to do any dambility the lightning-likglove and
'
foot work of Newman tie would make tutir leet Irenuentiy.
age. Boyd landed hard ones to the
!0YD
a remarkable boxer. Newman prof- - ivid biiaiur, a iiiluw eight oi Chey- - jaw and ribs, and forced Newman to
ited, too, by his greater experience in euue, was present to cuahtuse tne the ropes with stitf ones to the side
d bout. He at the close of the round. The round
the ring. At several times Boyd had winner o the Newman-Becheered when he stepped into was Boyd's.
LAS VEGAS BOY SHOWS REMARK-- j Newman greatly worried and might!
ABLE CLASS AS BOXER; HiS
have made things look dubious for the ring and was introduced. E. J.
Round 5.
that boxer had he taken advantage Jicvtenie acted as timekeeper.
Newman entered this round someOPPONENT IS DURABLE.
of his opportunities.
liie evenings program was pulied what tired from the stiff blows he
The crowd
Clever boxing won for Louis .ew-- i would yell: "Follow it up, Boyd," but otf without a single hitch. The first received in the ribs in the former
man a hardfought battle at the Dun- - he appeared not to know how to
preliminary started it, and when tnat round. He led with a stilf hayniak-- r
to Boyd's jaw. Boyd placed a numopi;ra house last night with Bud low up a lead which had placed Kew-Boy- even was ended the
without delay.' When this was ber of weak blows to Newman's side
the Saguache, Colo., llglit- - man in apparent distress. Newman
weight.
During the gretter part 01 smashed one of his hands on Boyd'6 ended the main event was put under and face, but without erfect on the
the bout Newman landed on Boyd's head during the bout, which probably- way within two minutes, rhe tans Las Vegas boy. Newman pounded
head and face practically at will, but accounts for his Jack of an efficient j liked the way in which the affair was Boyd's face during this round, caus- he was unable to produce anything punch.
nianaged, and there was not a eing.e ing Boyd's nose to bleed. Boyd had
that looked like a knockout punch,
Both fighters tried to cover by as- - kicker 011 tie decision or the man- - somewhat the better of this round'
At the end of the tenth round, the suming crouching
uutil the latter part when Newman
positions. This i
Promoter O .Uailey said this morn- - came back strong and landed several
scheduled end of the fight, Referee resulted several times in their
Cuilcu proclaimed Newman iug their heads together and whal-th- e n,g that he thanked the fans for the good blows. The round was even.
winner. The decision was greet-- ; ing away at each other's faces and way iu which they turned out to the
Round 6.
ed with a shout of approval. It was heads. No effective blows were
jaw but with no effect on the latter,
During this round Boyd displayed
a Jim Flynn
fii,ht by virtue of his hav- - ed in this manner. Newman tried to just as good entertainment in the
style of fighting and
covered up only to lose a number of
ing outpoiuted Boyd in seven of tne land many uppercttts during the batj
The fight by rounds:
ten rounds.
good blows.
Newman continued to
tie, but rarely was successful. His
Round 1.
pound Boyd's face and ribs throughIn the first two rounds batihng best blows appeared to be rights and
Newman led with a right to Boya's out this round and showed his clever
was about even as regards honors. lfts to the head.
The bout was an interesting exhibi- neck. Boyd landed two rights to ness. Boyd's nose bled and seemed
Boyd had the better of the argument
in the third and fourta. In the hue-- ! Hon of the fisUc art, and the crowd, Newman's side, which were effective. to weaken him. Newman's round.
Cdeuing sessions, however, Newman which filled the opera house, enjoy-gre- Newman landed a good one to Boyd's
Round 7.
Newman led with stiff rights and
constantly stronger and more d the mill exceedingly. If Promoter law but with no effect on the latter.
confident. By clever footwork and O'.Maliey will continue to profile Boyd worked on Newman's kidneys lefts to Boyd's head. Boyd uodged a
t .dug with his gloves he managed such good entertainment, it is like'iy in a clinch. Newman swung at number of times, and took the defenUi eiada many of Boyd's hard
swings, j that the boxing game again will en Boyd's face and misseo.. Newmans sive style. Nwman shot a stiff right
to Boyd's face and followed up the
tactics Ire- - j joy a lively career here, having re-- j round.
oya aopifi4 bonng-blow
2.
Round
on
with a left to Boyd's side. Boyd
10
covered
from
the
it
isiU5
black
eye
wining
got
uej.uj
t;.:;j a Eevere beating about the face the Fourth of last Jury.
Boyd led strong with a stiff right shot a right to Newman's face, causiand head upon the chance of being. There
were two preliminaries to Newman's jaw. Newman respond-a- l ng! Newman's nose to bleed. The
ie to land a lucky blow that might which furnished entertainment while ed with two lefts to Boyd's face. round ended wtih a fast exchange of
in a knockout He frequently the gentlemen wno staged the main t Newman showed his knowledge of blows in which Newman planted two
r.. ped Newman with rights and lefts event wore
putting on their ring toga, the game in this round by fast dodg- - rights to Boyd's neck. Newman's
ta he ribs, with an occasional jolt TtiUlin? Rubio and Kid Montoya ing. Newman pounded Boyd's face round.
to th head that rocked Newman boxed for four rounds.
They showed i frequently during this round but
Round 8.
ih-,his foot and made hita wince some skill and considerable wll'itug- - j with 'little damage. Newman missed
As Boyd entered the
ring with a
wish pain. But Newman always man-as- ness to mix.
Benny Chaves, the ban-- ) several uppercuts. Boyd landed a j badly damagd face, Newman took
! to come back
strong, and he us-- , taniweight champion of the Eo:ky stiff right to Newman's face just as the offensive at thn start an.l kW
tiaily gave BoyJ a shower of blows Mounta'ns, who acted as referee, de- - the gong sounded
The round was stiff rights and 'lefts to Boyd's face,
'
to the Ecse and jaw ia return for j dared the bout a draw.
even.
causing the Saguache boy to cover
the lattcr's caresses on his ribs.
The semiAvindup was fought ty
Round 3.
' constantly. Boyd showed that he was
From tbe seventh round to the end Clifford Stewart and Lawrence Lan-- 1
The boys met with blows to the tiring. Boyd sent a short
right to
f cyd took a severe beating. Els nose ' caster, who went four rounds to a ! neck. Boyd placed a stiff right to Newman's stomach
and finished the
' f
to bleed copiously and his eyes draw. This was the fastest bout of Newman's stomach. Newman showed round
strong. Newman showed much
showed a tendency to close. He was i the evening. The two boxers had that he was excited and missed sev- confidence In
this round and placed
facie, bowever, find took his medi- hardly shaken hands at the cper.:rs eral good ones to Boyd's face, Boyd his blows. It was Newman's round.
cine ta thonjrti lie like4.it, In this of the first round when they began landed two hard blows on Newman's
Round 9.
two minutes of terrWo fighting.
resp't bo stewed a remarkable
kidneys and finished the round
Newman entered this round strong
iirv to the late 'lamented
was thrown to Fee winds and strong with three stifi lefig to New-- ! (and landpd
quick right and lefts to
i

SHIRTS

Las Vcdas'LofldinaStorG

i

DECISION OVER

25c

Men's Chambray Shirts of good
quality, fast colors, either plain
blue or stripes, perfect fit-

One lot of children's colored Dresses, very desirable
styles and all
popular fabrics, worth from $1.50 to $2.25, Special
.'.$1.10

.

Women's Silk Hose

Women's Silk Hose with Lisle thread heel, toe and sole and
lisle tops, in black only, per pair

ONE FOURTH OFF

Children's Dresses
I

of women's

muslin underwear consisting of
Gowns, Skirts, Corset Covers,
Drawers and Combination garments, all new this season's
goods, during this sale, your
choice at

One lot of women's trimmed hats, including a good
variety of
season's best styles, worth from $3.00 to $3.00 each, Special

I

pairs of children's and misses' Oxfords, pumps and strap sandals,
sizes 8 to 2, regular values from $l.r.0 to $2.00 per pair. Special this
sale, per pair
$1.10
Our entire stock of women's Oxfords, pumps and strap sandals, including Patent Colt,, Vlci Kid, white and brown Nubuck, Dull Kid, Velvet and
Satin, worth regular $3.50 to $4.50 per pair, Special for 10 days, per
'
Pair
$3.00
Our entire stock of women's Oxfords and strap sandals in Patent leather, Gunmetal, Vlci Kid, Velvet and white .Nubuck, worth from $2.50
to $3.00 a pair, Special, per pair
$2.00
200

MUSLIN UNDERWEAR

OFF.

Our entire line

3235

Women's and
Children's Shoes

UNDERWEAR

Boyd's body, forcing him to. the ropes.
Boyd landed but few good blows and
seemed to have tired. Newman, taking advantage of the tired condition
of Boyd, landed stiff rights to Boyd's
face and body. Boyd took a large

amount of punishment and finished
It was Newman's round eas-

weak.
ily.

Round 0.
Newman entered this round strong.
The boys came to a clinch, and New-

man landed a number of good blows
to Boyd's body. He continued to
pound Newman's face, and by clever
blocking prevented the Colorado boy
from landing any good blows. Boyd's
face In the last round was in bad
shape and , had swollen. Newman
landed swift rights and lefts to
Boyd's face and finished stroag. Boyd
showed that he was tired, but shot a
quick right to Newman's jnw just
as the last gong sounded.
It was
Newman's round.

CAPITAL PAID

TAX PAYMENTS

Notice is hereby given that any
taxes yet unpaid for A. D. 1912, will
become delinquent ot June 1, 1913,
and after July I, 1913 will be subject
to a penalty of five per centum.
Further notice is hereby given, that
after July 1, 1913, notice will be duly
published of the public fiale of all
property upon which taxes of A. D.
1912 remain unpaid at the date set
for Buch sale, and such property upon which taxes of 1912 are then delinquent, will be sold as required by the
session Laws of 1913.
Dated at Las Vegas, N. M., May 14,
1913.

EUGENIO ROMERO,

Treasurer and

Sallow complexion la due to a torpid liver.
HERBINE
purifies and
strengthens the liver and bowels and
restores the rosy bloom of health to
the cheek. Price 50c. Sold by Central Drug Co.

Collector, San

Miguel County, N. M.

CHICHESTER S PILLS
?
"irn'.t A
T(iv J
?1':--

Cure for stomach Disorders.
Disorders of the stomach may be
avoided by the use of Chamberlain's
Tablets. Many very remarkable cures
have been effected by these tablets
Sold by all

The spring months often find a
ivonian tired out, with pain in back,
hips and head, nervous and sleepless.
Foiep Kidney Pills will quickly prove
their worth and value as a beuier of
all kidney and bladder ailments and
irregularities.
They are a splendid
remedy for rheumatism, clearing the
uric acid from the Joints and system.
Try them. O. G. Schaefer and Red
Cross tDrug Store.
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SOLD By DRUGGISTS
EVERYWHERE
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SURPLUS
$100,000.00

$50,000.00
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Frank

Cunnineham. President
Springer.
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D.
B.

Hoskins, Cashier.
Lewis. Ass'L Cash
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CAPITAL STOCK
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$30.00000

he San Miguel National Bank

Wm. Q. HAYDON
H. W. KELLY
D.

Vice

T. HOSKINS
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President
President
Treasurer
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VOOLTBUSTDEAD
TO GO TO TRIAL
MONDAY
WILLIAM WOOD IS ACCUSED OF
DYNAMITE
TO
"PLANTING"
INJURE STRIKE CAUSE.
Mass., May 17. Unless
Boston,
some unexpected hitch shouid cause

a delay and postponement, William
M. Wood, president of the American
Woolen company,
Pred E. Atteaux
and Dennis J. Collins will be placed
on- triai in the second session of the
criminal branch of the Suffolk superior court next Monday, charged with
conspiracy In connection with the
"planting" of dynamite in Lawrence
for the purpose of inflaming public
pinion against' the striking mill operatives in that city during the strike
of January, 1912.
Preparations are said to be complete and District Attorney Joheph
C. Pelietier and Assistant District.
Attorney Abraham Webber, who will
represent the prosecution, are confident that the trial will make rapid,
progress. In view of the great
wealth, industrial Importance and social standing of Mr. Wood, the principal defendant, and of the sensational nature of the charges the case is
attracting countrywide Interest and
attention.
During the riotous days of the textile workers' strike In Lawrnce m
January of 1912, the police authorities of that city found explosives in
several inhabited tenement houses,
etc., and arrested the occupants of
these tenements for violating the law
against storing explosives in such
fashion. In most cases the prisoners cleared themselves from the
charges against them and were discharged. It was believed that the explosives had been "planted" and
when John 3t Breen, a member of the
Lawrence school board and engaged
in theu ndertaking business, was arrested on suspicoin, he admitted his
guilt and was fined ?.f0, which he
t
promptly
Attorney Felletier mailt a
thorough investigation to ascertain
the inside facts of what he believed
to be a conspiracy. Ernest W. Pitman, the head of a large building
firm, inadvertently betrayed some of
the secrets of the alleged conspiracy
and committed suicide on the day he- e
fore he was to, start on a trip to
with his family. Then followed
the indictment by the grand Jury of
Wood, Atteaux, Collins and William
H. Rice.
The latter was indicted
separately upon the charge of having
wtrried dynamite through the streets
illegally.
Wiiliam M. Wood, who is alleged
to have been the originator and head
or the conspiracy, Is undoubtedly the
most strikingly interesting figure in
this case. The story of his life and
bow he developed from a poor boy
to the millionaire president of the
greatest textile corporation in America, reads like a fairy story. William
M.'Wood was born In a little cottage
at ' Edgartown, Martha's Vineyard,
April 5, 18G1. His father, Jacintho
paid-Distric-

feu-rop-

.

Eilva, was a poor and sickly Portuguese cobbler, Uorn In Fayal, Azores,
who came to this country as cook's
helper on a sailing ship. Following
the example of some of his countrymen he Americanized his name by
Jacintho
calling himself William
Wood. The captain, who had brought
Jacintho to this country, befriended
the "man and Bet him up in the fishing trade at Edgartown. Jacintho
married and Wiiliam M. Wood, their
firstborn, first saw the 'light of day
In the little fisherman's hut.
About the time of the close of the
civil war the family moved to New
Bedford, where Jacintho found work.
His little son showed such exceptional brightness that the agent of
the steamship company for which
Jacintho worked, took great interest
in him and sent him to school at his
expense. When William M. Wood
was 11 years of age, his father, who
had always been sickly, died of consumption, leaving his widow and a
family of three children practically
penniless. The boy, who had hoped
to go through high hchool was compelled to give up his studies and go
to work. He obtained a position as
messenger boy in the office of the
Wamsutta mills and shoWe(J such
ability and ambition that when he expressed a desire to learn the technical branch of the work, he was given
an opportunity. After six years In
the mill he obtained a position in, the
bank of J. A. Beauvais. When he
was offered a position as assistant
superintendent of some mills in Fall
River, Mr. Wood accepted the offer
and soon gained a reputation for his
ability in mill management. Six
years later he became superintendent
of the Washington mills, then owned'
by Dr. Frederick Ayer of patent medicine fame and in due time he maT-riemillionaire's daughter.
the
Backed by the wealth of his father-in-laMr. Wood began the organization
of the gigantic corporation
known as the American Woolen company, of which he hecame the president and controlling manager. He
also has valuable interests in other
industrial enterprises and financial
institutions.
d

"' MAN
THIS INTERET
A family doctor said recently that
women come to him thinking that
they have female trouble In-- :
he treats them for their kidneys and
?d !pr they soon recover.
This is
worth knowing and also that Foley
''irippv pi'ils are the best and safest
medicine at such times. They are
tonic In action, quick In results. They
will help you. 0. G. Schaefer and Re
Cross D-Store.
ur

BIRTHDAY.
CZAR CELEBRATES
St. Petersburg, May 17. Nicholas
II, emperor of a'il the Russians, will

attain his

forty-fift- h
birthday anniversary tomorrow. In accordance
with official ccstom the day will be
kept as a public holiday and a special
service of an elaborate nature will
be held at Kazan cathedral.
The present czar Is the eldest eon
of Alexander m, and is the eighth
representative of the house of
to become ruler of Russia. He ascended the throne November 1, 1894, and, four weeks later, was
married to Princess Alexandra Alix,
daughter of the grand duke of Hesse.
The imperial couple have five children, four of them daughters, the
youngest a eon.

in

der, the former district court 13 entitled to retain the jurisdiction fust
acquired by it and to administer said
estate to the exclusion of any such
decree by the latter court.
FOUND
3. A receiver can not ordinarily
take into custody property foun in
Would not give Lydia EJPink-ham- 's possession of a stranger to the record,
title, but where such stran
Vegetable Compound claiming
ger intervenes in the receivership
for All Rest of Medicine proceedings and submits his rights to
in the World.
the court for adjudication, he is not
entitled to a writ of prohibition to re
Utica, Ohio. "I suffered everything strain the court from determining!
from a female weakness after baby
came. 1 had numt these rights.

11017 THIS WOUAN

HEALTH

dir.zy,
ppells and
had black spots be
fore my eyes,
back ached and J
was so weak I coul J
hardly stand up. Mj
face was yellow,
even my fingernails
were colorless and )
had displacement. I
s
took Lydia E.
s

Pin!:-ham'-

Vegetable

Compound and now I am stout, well an
I can do all my own work an
can walk to town and back and not get
tired. I would not give your Vegetable
Compound for all the rest of the medicines in the world. I tried doctor's me
and they did me no good. "Mrs.
Mahy Earlewine, R.F.D. No.3, Utica,
Ohio.

1

healthy.

!

Another Case.

"I

was bothered for ten
Nebo, 111.
years with female troubles and the doctors did not help me. I was so weak and
nervous that I could not do my work
and every month I had to spend a few
clays in bed. I read so many letters abor t
Lydia E. Pinkham's Ve;;etabb Compound curing female troubles that I got
abottle of it. Itdid memoregood than
anything else I ever took and now it has
cured me. I feel better than I have
for years and tell everybody what 'the
Compound has done for me. I believe I
y
would not be living
but for
that." Mrs. Hettie Greenstkeet,
Nebo, Illinois.
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NEWS FROM THE CAPITAL

Santa Fe, N.

M., May 32. Supreme
lourt decision. State ex rel. Parsons
Mining company, a corporation, relators, vs. J. T. McClure, judge of the
district court of the Fifth judicial
district, etc., relator. No. 1524. Pro

hibition.
Original proceedings, to prohibit
Judge McClure from proceeding with
the insolvency suit until the determination of the suit pending in the dis
trict court of Lincoln county.
Syllabus
1. A proceedings
in insolvency
against a corporation under Chapter
79, Laws of 1905, is a transitory action
in the nature of quo warranto, and the
venue thereof, under Section 2953, C.
L. 1S97, may be in the county wheie
either the plaintiff or the defendant
resides.
2. As between courts of concurrent jurisdiction, the first acquiring
jurisdiction of the subject matter of
an action is permitted, with certain
exceptions, to retain It to the end. Applied to one district court having
of an insolvency proceeding
against a corporation under Chapter
79, Laws of 1905, in which a mortgage
o: the insolvent corporation is mad3
a party defendant and answers, setting
up his mortgage, and another district
court in which, pending the former
proceeding, said mortgagee has obtained a decree of foreclosure, and also
of the insolvent's property thereun- -
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b. a. HAKTMAN, M. D.
Is there any intimate relation between religion and medicine?
e
Yea, there is. The
healer
was also the priest. Theology and
medicine have not maintained a separate existence very long.
They
used to be one. Yes, there is an intimate relation between, religion and
old-tim-

medicine.
It Is well known of a person who
eats witlw unlhankfulneas and
spirit, that his food will not
have the same effect as If he were in
a kindly mood. The same is true of
medicine. If a person swallows a medicine with suspicion, has no faith In its
action, is more or less afraid of the one
who gives htm the medicine, It cannot
do him as much good as if he had unwavering faith In it.
The mind has a wonderful Influence
ever the body. Those who believe that

loving Father controls the destiny
of mankind are a great deal better
prepared to meet the vicissitudes of
life and to overcome disease than the
one who has no such faith. A truly
religious man makes a better patient
than an Irreligious man.
In using the word religion I am not
referring to any particular kind of religion. Th Jew and the gentile, the
Catholic and the Protestant, each have
a religion in which they believe! They
also agree In the essentials.
A religious man may believe that It
is necessary for him to use every
means in his power to get well. He
may believe that it is perfectly proper
for him to employ doctors and take
medicines. But he also believes that
when he has done the best he can
there 'is a hirrher power that has
charge of his affairs, that absolute Justice will be done him, that no evil thing
He goes forcan befall a good man.
ward with confidence, sick or well, rich
or poor, and gets a great deal more
comfort out of "life than the man who
has no rellfjion.
I have found myself saying many
times to people who have a chronic ailment, "You need religion as well as
medicine. You need faith in an overruling providence that guides everything to wise ends; that the affliction
of disease teaches a lesson that every
one should strive to learn."
This does not mean that sick people
are to sit down and trust, that an overruling providence will do everything.
remeNothing of the sort. He is to
dies guided by his best Judgment, but
in the use of them he can believe that all
things are well and that in the end all
things will come out right. Any medicine has a better chance to cure a man
who hold such a faith.
Some men are so faithless and unbelieving, so restless and desperate,
their minds so unsettled, that even the
best of medicine has little chance to
do them any good.
Therefore I say
that religion Is often quite as neces

sary as medicine, that tha want of religion frequently defeats the action ol
the best medicine.
Many a chronic Invalid has searched
in vain for a physical remedy simply
because he has lost his grip on vital
religion, the religion that not only provides salvation in the world to come,
but soundness of body and mind in the
world that 13.
Yes, there is a most Intimate relation between medicine and religion.
Other things being equal, the Irreligious man stands a poor chance of getting well when he is sick, while the religious man frequently gets well In the
most astonishing way after the doctors
have all given him up to die. With a
firm faith in a rational religion and
an obedient use of the right remedy a
great many hopeless invalids could be
restored to perfect health.
Well, you have made It clear as to
what you mean by religion. But what
is the remedy you would recommend?
Of course I would recommend different remedies for different conditions.
But the particular remedy that I am
Interested in at this time, the remedy
that meets more chronic ailments than
any other remedy I know of, is Peru-n- a.
Peruna Is a remedy for that multitudinous group of ailments that are
dependent upon catarrhal derangements.

I am furnishing a hook on catarrhal
diseases which 1 send to any person
free. In this book I explain quite fully
.the uses of Peruna. Those who do
not care to wait to send for the booklet
at this time will find information and instruction as to the general uses of Peruna explained within the wrapper of
each bottle. PERUNA IS FOR SALE
AT ALL, DRUG STORES.
SPECIAI, WOTTCR Many persons
ars making inquiries for the old-tlPeruna.
To such . would say.
this formula is now put out under the
name of
manufactured
by
Company, Columbus,
Ohio.
Write them and they will be
pleased to send you a free booklet.
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Res! Facts la Regard To F. E.
Washington, D. C, May 17. The
Huffman's Illness. Kclief Obfirst meeting of the executive comtained By Curing Kis
mittee of the republican national
Stomach Ailments.
CHURCH OF THE IMMACULATE committee since the November election
will
be
held
in
SatWashington
CONCEPTION
Adrian
F. R. Huffman,
Uaynesville,N.C.-- Mr.
Rabeyrolle,
urday. At that time there will be a of this
pastor.
city, says : " I suffered dreadfully
First mass at 7 a. m.; second mass discussion as to what. steps shall be with what I
thought was heart trouble,
at 10 a. m. Sunday school in English taken by the national organization to and tried various
medicines In vain.
and Spanish at 3 P- m., in Spanish at bring the party more closely in touch
After
other
remedies
had failed, Thed-forthe
with
ideas
of
the
progressive
3:30 p. m. Rosary ana benediction
restored me to
ot the blessed sacrament at 7:30 P. times.
William M. Wood, the millionaire health. I would not feel safe without
m.
in the house.
I considci
Sunday school for English speak- president of the American Woolen
is to be placed on trial in it worth its weight in gold.
ing and Spanish speaking children company,
Boston Monday on an indictment
It cured my indigestion, and by thil
every Sunday at 1:30 p. m.
charging him and two associates with means I was restored to health. I can
conspiracy in connection with the not express my gratitude for its benefits."
CHURCH OF OUR LADY OF
of dynamite in Lawrence
"planting"
Paul Gilberton, pastor.
Good health depends on the condition
for
the
of inflaming public of
purpose
mass
a.
Sun6:30
at
First
m., third
your digestion. Poor digestion and
day excepted. Second mass 8.30; opinion against the striking mill op- good health do not go together.
sermon in English, hymns rendered eratives a year ago.
T'ledford's Black-Draugwill
The second trial of Burton W. Gibby the children under the direction
thoroughly cleanse and set in order yout
of the Sisters of Loretto. Third mass son, the New York lawyer accused digestive system.
at 10:30 a. m., sermon in Spanish. of the murder of Mrs. Rose Menshik
It has done this for others, during tha
From 3 to 4 Sunday school. At 4 Szabo at Greenwood Lake, N. J., last past 70 years, and is today the most
Benediction of the Blessed Sacra- July, is scheduled to begin Monday popular vegetans liver remedy on the
ment. At' the New Mexico Hospital at Newburgh, N. Y. The first triai market. Try it.
Insist on Thedford's. Price 25c
for the Insane, mass very fourth of the case was held 'iast November
and resulted in a jury disagreement.
Sunday by the pastor.
CONFIDENT OF ACQUITTAL.
Six corporations and eighteen indi
N. Y., May 17. On the
Newburgh,
who
are
to
viduals,
constitute
alleged
ST. PAUL'S MEMORIAL CHURCH.
eve
of
his
second
trial on a charge
Rev. J. S. Moore, rector, 716 Na- the coaster brake trust, are to be
of
mtrder.
Burton
W. Gibson
Lawyer
on
in
the
trial
federal court
placed
tion avenue, East Las Vegas, N. M.
confidence In hia ability to
expresses
at
Buffalo
on
indictments
Tuesday
Trinity Sunday, May 18, 1913.
charging them with violations of the prove to the world his innocence of
Holy communion, 7:30 a. m.
the crime charged against him. His
Sherman act.
Sunday school, 9:45 a. m.
case
will be called for trial here MonThe big event of the week abroad
Morning prayer and sermon, 11 a.m.
The triai will be held1 before
day.
will
be
the
Vicmarriage of Princess
Order of service at 11 o'clock:
Justice Tompkins, who presided at
toria
ot
the
German
Louise,
daughter
Hymn 3S3, "Holy, Holy, Holy." (J.
emperor, and Prince Ernest August, Gibson's first trial in November in
B. Dyke3.)
son of the duke of Cumberland. The Goshen, when the jury disagreed.
Venite. Exultemtis Domino Chant
Gibson is charged with murdering
royal cwedding festivities wi'il last
(Randall).
Mrs. Rose Menshik Szabo, hia client,
three
The
days.
program provides
Gloria Patri Chant (Randall)
for a gala opera Thursday night, a while rowing with her at Greenwood
Te Deum Laudamus in E. flat (J. R.
state banquet Friday, and the mar- Lake, N. J., on July 16 last Mrs.
Thomas).
Szabo was the widow of Bila Szabo,
riage
ceremony on Saturday.
Benedictus Chant, (Anon).
an Austrian of good family,
who
Mario
General
a
Menocal,
comparHymn 391, "Let Saints on Earth,"
to America 20 years ago. On
came
was
educatwho
man,
atively
young
B.
(J.
Dykes.)
ed at Cornell university, will be in- the day of the tragedy Mrs. Szabo
Sermon.
of Cuba on Tues- and Gibson were rowing near the cenHymn 679, "There is a Blessed augurated' prsldent
to Jose Miguel ter of the lake and just within the
day, in succession
Throne," (Hemy).
Gomez. At the same time Enrique New York state line when the boat
Presentation Chant (Humphries)
Jose Varona will be installed as vice apparently tipped over, Gibson allegRecessional 398, "Hark, Hark my
ing that they were changing seats,
president.
Soul," (J. B. Dykes).
A number of important conventions and the lawyer and his companion
This church is open daily for priare scheduled for the work, among were thrown into the water. When
vate prayer and meditation.
them are anniversary meetings of the motor boats got to the scene Gibson
Unitarians in Boston; the Northern was found clinging to a line. Tiu
CHRISTIAN TABERNACLE.
Baptist convention in Detroit; the woman had disappeared. Three days
Corner Eighth and Main.
National Association of Railway Mall later Mrs. Szabo's body was found
Sunday school, 9; 45 a. m.
and the case was at first set down
Church and communion services, 11 Clerks in Cincinnati; the Brotherhood to
accidental drowning.
of
in
Trainmen
FrancisSan
Railway
a. m.
A
friend of Mrs. Szabo became
Rethe
National Association of
co;
Christian Endeavor, 6:45 p. in.
and an investigation wes
suspicious
St.
tall
in
Nation
the
Louis;
Grocers
No evening service on the 18th.
al Association of Manufacturers In started that resulted in Gibson's arrest and indictment on a charge of
FIRST M. E. CHUKCH Cpr - Detroit; the National Conference of
murder. The woman's body was exChurch
In
clubs
As
and
the
Boston,
Eighth and National avenue. Rev. ti.
sociated Harvard clubs in St. Louis humed and an autopsy resulted in a
C. Anderson, pastor.
Also contributing to the news of finding that she was not drowned,
Sunday school, 9:45. Morning wor
the
week will he the celebration of but strangled to death "by pressure
ship with sermon at 11 o'clock.
Great Brit applied from the exterior." It was
League, 6:45 p. m. Evening Empire Day throughout
the
the
of
Richard further alleged that the lawyer had
observances
ain,
worship with sermon at S o'clock.
control of
Denver's first ffraudulently obtained
A cordial Invitation Is extended to Wagner centenary,
the woman's large estate and had
all who have no other place of wor- election under the commission plan
of government, and the consecration converted a large part of it to his
ship to attend divine services at this
of Rev. Henry O'Leary as Catholic own use.
church.
bishop of Charlottetown, P. E. I.
UNITARIANS WILL MEET.
FIRST PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
Boston,
Mass., May 17. One of the
Rev. Norman Skinner, pastor. Doug,
ANSWER THE CALL
features of Unitarian anniversary
las avenue and Tenth street Mornweek, which will be opened tomorrow
ing worship and sermon at 11 o'clock. East Las Vegas People Have Found
morning with special services in all
Bible study and Sunda;- school sesThat This Is Necessary.
the Unitarian
churches of Boston,
Chrism.
of
sion at 9:45 .
Society
will be the festival meeting in Fre
tian Endeavor at 6:30 p. m.
A cold, a strain, a sudden wrench. mont
temple next Friday evening, at
The church extends a most hearty
A little cause may hurt the kidneys. which former
President William H.
Invitation to all people. Strangers
Spells of backache often follow.
Taft will preside and deliver an adand sojourners in the city especially
Or some irregularity of the urine.
dress. Mr. Taft is expected to be
welcomed.
A splendid remedy for such attacks, heard at one
or more of the other
A medicine that has satisfied thou
meetings of the week. These meetFIRST BAPTIST CHURCH, Corner sands
ings will include those of the Sunday
of Main and Sixth streets, Rev. N. B.
Is Doan's Kidney Pills, a special School
society, the Woman's alliance,
Green, Pastor.
kidney remedy.
clubs, the temperance
m.
a.
Sunday school, 9:45 o'clock,
Many East Las Vegas eople rely societies and other
organizations conMorning service with sermon, 11:30 on it
nected with Unitarianism.
o'clock. Subject: "The Divinity of Here is East Las Vegas proof.
Christ."
Mrs. Anna Pearce, 905 Tilden Ave.,
B. Y. P. U., 7 o'clock p. m.
East Las Vegas, N. Mex., says: "1 Gsn't Help Bi 4
Evening service with sermon, 8 have nothing to withdraw from the
o'clock. Subject: 'For Other's Sake." public statement I gave In January
J
The public is cordially invited to 1907, in praise of Doan's Kidney Pills.
Every Woman Casts Loving Glance ftt
I was troubled for about a year by disattend any of these services.
the Nestling Cuddled in its Bonnet.
ordered kidneys, the most annoying
A woman's heart naturally responds to
SHILOH
BOPTIST
CHURCH
symptom being a kidney weakness. the charm and sweetness of a pretty child,
more bo
tlmn ever before since
Corner Columbia and Railroad ave- Doan's Kidney Pills, procured at the and
the advent of Mothers Friend.
nues, Rev. W. R. Burgess, pastorA Center Block Pharmacy, corrected my
Preaching 11 a. m., and 8 p. m., by trouble. Since then I have had a
the postor; Sunday school 9:45 a. few slight recurrences of the difficulm.; B. Y. P U., 3 p. m. All are wel- ty but at Buch times I have taken
come to attend these services.
Doan's Kidney Pills and they have
never failed to have a beneficial ef-

ds

filling

case has been installed in the office
of the commissioner of public lands,
which will greatly facilitate the handling of the business of the office.
Federal Court Notes
Conception Tobar, who was found
guilty a few days ago of violation of
the neutrality laws, has been sentenced by Judge Pope to serve ten months
in the United States jail, the state
penitentiary, his sentence to begin
with the date of his first incarceration which was iast August 17. t
Leonardo Zorillo, found guilty of
smuggling Chinese into the country,
was sentenced to three months Id
jail and to pay costs and a fine of
$500, the commitment withheld on the
fine. This means that he will be allowed his liberty on good behavior
with the fine imposed if he breaks his
trust.
A case is now on trial in the federal court in which Tony Pecanic, a
minor, by his guardian, Bronco
ad litem, is suing the Santa
Fe railroad for damages.
State Game Warden Moves
State Game Warden Trinidad C. de
Baca is moving his office today from
the wing of the lower floor of the capi-to- l
on the north to the offices back of
the senate chamber and adjacent to
the attorney general's office, on the
second floor.
Work on the State Highway
The money to he used for work on
the state road from Santa Fe to
has been deposited in the hank
and the state engineer will establish
'a camp on the Lamy road and begin
work of the hill near Lamy, about
two and a half miles from that place,
in a short time. The steep grade at
that point will he cut down and other work done in that viciinty.
Good Institute Manual Training
Taught
who has
Miss Manette Myers,
charge of the industrial educational
work of the state, returned last evening from attending the McKinley
county institute, the first institute to
be held this year la any of the cou;
ties of the state. She reports that
there is a large attendance and great
enthusiasm being manifested.
The
atendance this year is larger than
ever. ' W. L. Bishop is conducting the
institute and Miss Quick has been appointed as instructor. Classes are being heard every day and the work is
progressing nicely. The Institute is
going to take up the industrial work.
McKinley county will vote soon on
the matter of the erection of a county
high school, which it is hoped and exRos-we-

ll

pected will pass. If that county votes
in favor of the building of a high
school, next year It will take up the
industrial branches of education and
provide for its teaching in the installment of the lates and best accessories
and conveniences with which to proceed in teaching cooking, Bewlng and
agricultural and manual training.
Former Decision Adhered to
In the case, No. 1438, of the La
Cueva Ranch company against Juan
L. Rodriguez,
the supreme court
handed down a decision adhering to
the former decision ot the case.
In the application to appty fae public waters of the state of New Mexico,

State Engineer French has just hand
ed down two decisions.
In case No. G94, application by S. K.
Norment, for all available underflow
at ten second feet water was approved today with this proviso: "This application is approved, provided that it
is not exercised to the detriment of
any others having prior valid rights
to the use of the waters
of this
stream system, especially those rights
for domestic use of spring and well
water. Also provided applicant files
detailed plans and detailed specifications in accordance with section 10
of this application, for acceptance by
the state engineer."
In case No. G9S, application by Santa Fe Products company, was rejected
"This application
with this proviso:
rejected the lGlh day of May, 1913.
there being no unappropriated water
available for the purpose of this
Section 2S, chapter 49, of
the laws ov: 1007."
Rheumatism Quickly Cured.
"My sister's husband had a attack of rheumatism in his arm,"
writes a well known resident of Newton, Iowa. "I gave him a bottle of
Liniment which he
Chamberlain's
applied to his arm and on the next
morning the rheumatism was gone."
For chronic muscular rheumatism you
will find nothing better than
Liniment Sold by a'il

Cham-berlain'- 8
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ILLINOIS ATHLETES MEET.
Remember the name Doan's and
so often disii';.:ii.g (taring the
&:.,
Weeks
of
rxpeelaney.
Urbana, 111., May 17. From every tal;e no other. Adv.
Mother's
prepares the Rvirm for
,
tile eoiiHiijr event, m.d lis
direction high school athletes streambrim.r t ;snd
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ed Into town today to compete In the
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thus
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sysieEn of nerves
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science rooms of the New Mexico
Normal University the domestic science class entertained a number of
their friends at a light luncheon prepared by the members. The
"feed" was excellent and all those
presenj; enjoyed themselves Immensely. Each member of the class was
allowed to invite one friend. A number of the faculty of the university
also visited the domestic
science
room and partook of the victuals.
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EDITOR

f. M. PADGETT

Two Interesting
Musical Recitals',
Two interesting; musical events willl
occur at the Normal University during the coming week, the first being
on
the Tannhauser lecture-recita- l

Entered at the postoffice at East
JLas Vegas, New Mexico, for trans-

mission through the United States
malls as second class matter.
Monday evening', and the second a re
cital of the students of instrumental
music on Friday night.
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
will
The Tannhauser lecture-recitCarrier
Daily, by
Mrs.
and
Ross
Miss
be
May
given by:
? 05
For Copy
'
15 Mabel E. Hall,
respectively reader
One Week
will
who
appear
65 and pianist. Others
One Month
7.5C are Mi's: Lora Holmes Xorthrup, soOne Year
prano;. George A. Smith, tenor; Mrs.
Daily, by Mall
violin, and
$6.00 Augusta Fleck O'Malley,
One Tear
of
Ladies'
composed
the
3.00
quartette,
Six Months
Lola
Mrs.
Ireland
Mrs. Grace
Koogler,
Holmes Northrup, Mrs. Florence Scott
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?2.00
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Remit by draft, check or money or.

iier. If sent otherwise we will not
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THE EXPIRATION OF TIME
PAID FOR

Advertisers are guaranteed the
largest daily and weekly circulation

of any newspaper in northern

New

Mexico.
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Characters of the drama will be:
Hermann landgrave of Thurlngia;
minstrel knights Tannhauser, Wolfram, von Esenbach, Wolfram von de
Eiterolf, Heinrich der
Vogelwlde,
Shcreiber, Reinmar von Sweter; Eli
zabeth, niece of the landgrave; Venus,
four noble pages, Thurtnglan knlght3,
nobles and ladies; elder and younger
pilgrims and sirens; naiads, nymphs
Period beginning
nd bacchantes.
of thirteenth century.
The program:
Selections from overture
(a) Pilgrim's Chorus.
(b) Siren Music.
Act 1. , Setting; In the hill of Venus.
Music.
(a) Siren serenade quartette.
(b) Venusberg Motif..
(c) Hymn' to Venus.
(d) Song of the Shepherd.
(e) Chorus, of Pilgrims.
If) Song of the Hunting horns,

A

x

Mrs. Losey Hostess
to the Bridge Club.
The Friday Afternoon Bridge club
met this week with Mrs. Clifford S.
An .unusual? interesting afLosey.
ternoon was spent by those present,
and late in the afternoon a delicious
course of refreshments was served
by the hostess.
Present were Mrs.
Leybach
H. M. Smith, Mrs. Ed McWenie, Mrs.
Charles A. Spiess, Mrs. W. E. Gort-ne- r,
Mrs. S. B. Davis, Jr.., Mrs. Ed

r14

Ruth Neafus
"Les Rameaux"
Neva Chambers
Violin Solo Selected
Maureen Harper
i
Ascher
"Alice"
1
Ida Harper
Newman
"Valse Caprbe"
Rachel Livingston
"Rhapsodie Hongroise" No, 12.
.Fr. I, szt
Ethel Harper
"Ye Banks and Braes"
Pape
Volney Poulson
The public Is cordially invited to
attend both of these recitals. No admission will be charged, and the Normal is anxious that' all friends of the
institution be present.
Mrs. Baily Hostess
to Her Whist Club.
The .Monday Afternoon Whist club
met this week with Mrs. C. H. Ea'iy.
A delightful afternoon's
entertain-

ment was indulged in by those present, after which delicious refreshments were served. Those present
were Mrs. R. K. McClanahan, Mrs.
F. M. Lyon, Mrs. B. T. Mills, Mrs. C.
H. Gibson, Mrs. Harriet Van Petsn,
Mrs. Mary Bearinger and Mrs. C. H.
Baily.
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HOTPOINT

gladiron

The iron others imitate.

V. Crocker, Mrs.
Mrs. C. S. Losey.
L.

'

"

The ideal iron!

'

'
'.

.t.'

,

;

,

No more oldtime, stoveheated, smudgy sad irons that took hours to heat,
cool too quickly. No more the sweating, tiresome task of laboring in a stuffy,
to
only
and its
No mere the dreai of ironing-dakitchen.
stifling
Now women iron the HOTPOINT way. Take their work out in the shade
of the porch or a cool anteroom. Attach to any lamp socket and begin to iron.

Many Dances Are
Planned for the Summer.
After a dreary wait of several
weeks, younger society again will
dance. The Buen Tiempo club has
a dance to occur on the
arranged
first date that can be arranged durseason.
The
ing commencement
Eastern Star lodge also will give
a benefit dance neit month an.l
several other ciub3 are planning
to give dances now. The Huen Tiemits
po club
expects to make
baile a big success.
approaching
The affair will be held in the
Fraternal Brotherhood hall, which
boasts of the best medium sized
dancing floor in the city. The committees of the club have been busily
employed in making this long looked-fo- r
dance a success. The Buen
Tiempo club has a reputation for always having the best music obtainable and will uphold this reputation
at this dance.
The baseball organization of the
East side also is contemplating having a benefit Jance the first part of
next month. ''This affair will be giver for the benefit of the association
and will help the boy's increase their
fund for the summer baseball, games.
The dance probably will be given in
the armory and will be a big social
event. The Spring Chicken club,
which
disbanded last summer to
po
club,
unite with the
according to reports, will reorganize
this summer. This c'mb, which Is
composed of the younger set exclus'
ively, gave a large number of endances
during the last two
joyable
years. The same cr6wd that attended the Spring Chicken dances last
year wiill manage the club this summer. , With these club activities in
view, society will have all the dancing this summer that It can handle
with ease. Each club in the city wfil
have a large membership, as many of
the young men who have been at college during the past winter will re
turn and enter their respective social
organizations.

after-fatigu-
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Element guaranteed ten years!

Six pound iron, Threefifty.
HOTPOINT irons have a heavy metal soleplate that is
Highthat prevents overheating of
ly polished bottom and sides. Asbestos
top and forces heat back to bottom. Easily detachable plug with eight points of
contact. Wire connections securely
Cool, well shaped handle. Attached stand that saves all lifting.
6 lb. style $3.5t; 3 lb., $3.00.
An electric iron that's unequalled
non-warpin- g.

heat-deflecto-

r

cable-clampe-

LAS VEQAS LIGHT & POWER
con PAN Y

Five Hundred Club
Holds a Meeting,
The "50" club was entertained this
(g) Wolfram's. song.
week
by Mrs. A. R. Lowe of Lamy
Act 11. Selection from Overture.
SATURDAY. MAY 17, 1913.
the residence of Mrs. B. F.
at
and
(a) March of the Knights
The usual interesting afterTHOSK BLIND "COPS"
Ladies. V
noon program was in effect on this
Setting: The Wartburg.
afternoon and the entertainment was
The Tournament of Song.
Policemen in Chicago are a strange
closed by the serving of delicious reMusic:
ort. For years they have been report
eon, '14.
freshments by the hostess. Present
Love.
(a) Elizabeth's Eulogy of
ina, to their superiors the absence of
"The Future Welfare "of the Vegas
were Mrs. T. J. Raywood, Mrs. Walevil resorts in their respective dis
(b) Processional March.
Miss Ethel Musser.
High,"
Mrs.
Mrs.
ter Nunn,
J. J. Laubach,
tricts. Occasionally these superiors
Senior Class Prophecy," Miss
(c) Tanuhauser's Song of Love.
"The
T. B. Bo wen, Mrs. H. P. Browne,
Van
i purred by cynical comments on the
(d) Hymn to Venus.
Chella
Petten, 14, Miss Nellie
Mrs. O. M. 'Ward, Mrs. J. R. Baker,
v.t.reet and in the pulpit and the press,
(e) Venusberg Motif.
'14, Miss Alice Connell, 14.
Wells,
McMrs.
Mrs.
P.
Carrie
J.
Shrock,
I
wo out for a look for themselves; but
(f) Pilgrim's Music.
"Address to the Seniors," Professor
Donald, Mrs. R. R. Green, Mrs. B. F.
s a rule they, too, find nothing sus- Act III. Selections from Overture.
Byron J. eed.
McGwire and Mrs. A. R. Lowe.
picious. Now comes a civilian, re
The program was excellent in every
(a) Was it, Magic?
cently appointed second deputy of 'po Setting: Valley Before the Wart- - Altar Guild Meets
respect. Especially so was the adlice, and after a bit of Inspection,
dress to the seniors by Mr. Reed.
,
burg. t
With Miss Tamme.
hands up a long list of violations of The Pa pes Pardon.
During the program the annual preThe A'itar Guild of the St. Paul's
,
law in these supposedly righteous secMusic.
sentation of the lantern took place.
afmet
Memorial
church
Thursday
tions. Of course, the old officiali-- ,
Miss Gladys McVay, a senior, deliver(a) Pilgrim's .Chant.
ternoon this week with Miss Emma
Xrom the chief down, although some(b) Elizabeth's Prayer.
ed the presentation
speech to th-Tamme.
Regular business occupied
Star.
what surprised at the discoveries
the
of
most
'14
a
in
of
Evening
class
capable way.
(c) Song
the afternoon, after which delicious
made by this new member of the (d) Descriptive music or Tann- refreshments
of the
Miss
Pearl
Ellis,
president
were served by the
force rally promptly, shake their
hauser's pilgrimage.
class of '14, responded. A song to
hostess. Those present were Miss
theads menacingly, and announce that
the graduating students was then
(e) Pardon Motif.
Phebe Hart, Miss Mildred Brown,
"their coats are about to come off. As
(f) Damnation Motif.
sung by the class of '14. The menu
Miss Helen Cunningham, Miss Rachel
Normal Sophomores
the Chicago Tribune puts it, they nev-was:
(g) Venusberg Motif.
Miss Marie Mann, Miss Emma
Ward,
see any evidence of vice thema Hay Ride.
Take
Clear Bouillion
(h) Funeral Chorus.
Tamme and Rev. J. S. Moore.
The sopohomore class of the New Queen Olives
selves, but they read more or less
California Celcy
(i) Pilgrim Music.
Mexico Normal University will go
about it, and are taken aback by the The students of the department of
Crabs
Creamed
Japanese
Elks Will Dance
this evening on a hay ride. This is
disclosure that it really exists to instrumental music, which is headed
en Casea
some extent in the city that they by Miss Marguerite Cluxton, will par- Thursday Night.
the first hay ride that has been given Roast Young Squab, Chestnut Dress
Next Thursday evening at the
class in the school this year
suard. Presumably, their eyesight ticipate In ah excellently arranged Elks' home
ing, Cranberry Sauce.
another of the informal by any
to be a good outing. John Roast Leg of.Uork
sure
and
is
"was good when they joined the force, program . at their annual recital on
Apple Sauce
dances will be given under the direc- C.
Kat T.ivingston
ut through the subtle working of Friday evening. The students are as
and
Baker
Mr.
Ham
Cold
Sliced
Spiced
tion of the entertainment committee.
nsome law that as yet is little under- follows:' i Refugio Aragon,
Mrs. This is the second dance that nas will chaperon the party. Among those
Mashed White Potatoes
Hixstood, it rapidly failed thereafter.
Fresh Ripe Tomatoes
Maud Baker, Florence
Baker, Mary been given by the committee, and who will go are Miss Lola
HixenMiss
Bertha
Green Peas
Bieene, Nancy Blattman, Rose Con- considered the success of the first enbaugh,
Miss Ethel
Hot French Rolls
don, Luella- - Condon, Neva Chambers, event, this affair ia sure to be enjoy- baugh, Miss Sadie Tooker,
FOOTPADS GOT HIM
Salad
Ruth Crocker, Julia Ettinger, Ethel able. These dances are all informal Harper, Miss Louise Jaramillo, Miss
San Francisco. May 17. Frank de
Neapolitan Gelatine
Graftenreid, Lola Hixenbaugh, and among the most rieasing affairs Faith Beat Miss Mary Graubarth,
Miss Vernlce Rhodes, Miss
"Wanamaker, who says he is a cousin Ethel Harper, Ida
Mary
.with Whipped Cream
Antlered Folk.
'Harper, Mabel
of John Wanamaker, a millionaire Laird, Rachel Livingston, Lorraine given by the'
Powers, Miss Henrietta, Trujillo, Miss
Ice Cream and Coffee
merchant of Philadelphia and Now
Maureen v Harper,
Sketchley
Fancy Cake
Lujan, Nature Discussed
Lowry, Velma Lewis, Alicia
York, was released today from the Harrietts , Mann, :, Emily Blattman,
Mr. Frank Condon Mrs. Jul''Nuts
Moore,
Dates
Figs
Sorosis Club.
Mr. ; .'
county hospital, whither he was tak-- n Ruth Neafus, Volney Poulson, Gar By
Fruit
met on Monday, ian Graubarth, Mr. John Reed,
club
Sorosis
The
three days ago by belated way- field
Mr.
T?he guests
were: Faculty Miss
Paltenghe, Guadalupe Romero, afternoon with Mrs. H. M. Northrup. Carlisle"; Patter, Mr. Carl Enrich,
farers who found him lying on the Anna
Mr.
Frank
Roberts,
Edward
Sena,
Jr., Katherine Davis, Miss Helen Pape:i,
Bieene, Mary Russell, Nini The subject for discussion on this Mr.'
eldewalk badly beaten and nearly
Gilbert, Martinez, Mrs. Kate Liv- Miss Ethel Musser,
Mrs.
Charles
Shoemaker, Nettie Shoemaker and occasion was "Nature." The quotaMr. John C. Baker.
and
Mr.
ingston
Rufus
Mr.
Kohn,
Byron
Meade,
Mrs. Annabelle Taul.
was
"The
Time
tion of the afternoon
"
Wanamaker showed letters to su
4
J. Reed; Class of 1915 Miss Gladys
4
The program will be as follows:
of Singing Birds is Come." Mrs. A.
eiantiate his claims to kinship with
McVay, president; Miss Ruth Winter.-?Part i
n TTWina entertained the club with.' Juniors Banquet the
John Wanamaker. He Is apparently Chorus "June is Here"
Miss Hazel Webb, Miss Juliet Flee.c,
School
,
Seniors
;.
j a
High
from
Bishop
.Quayle's
reading
about 65 years of ago. "His' story Is
Junior banquet for the Miss Florida Gallegos, Miss Helen
George'LV Spaulding book, ,tn
vootb.
oi
?,.vroi
tjoa
' .,iui
that three men pounced on him from
Class
was interesting anil Inspir-- 1 Seniors' of the Las Vegas High school Nahm, Miss Lorraine'' Tralhor, Miss
a doorway. Although, he carried con Summer .kveulng'f. t . ,E. V. Mclntyre readingMrs. I. W,
and ' Mr. 'Vernon
was held' last night at the Plaza ho Frances
Myers,'
Lively read a. nym-'- j
ing
siderable money and wore expensive
the class of 1914
hosts
The
. Mary Breene
,
considered
Stratton-PorterThis
tel.
is
affair
Schlott;
b'er of selections from Jean
always
,
Miss Pearl Ellis, president; Miss
Jewelry, he was not robbed and 'at "Kaling; Writers".
v. '3. ;.if; J SDoru
which also were interesting. by 'the students the biggest social afScnc-eny- ,
tributes the atack to the enmity of
Alicia Lujan
The club as a whole discussed and fairs of the school year, and is always Desaix Evans, Miss Edith
men with whom he had recent busMiss
Miss
Nellie
Clara
was
as
Wells,
observed
such.
Tipton,
subThe
Watson
New
banquet
This
Year"
on
Nature.
"Happy
Jay
gave quotations
iness dealings in Nevada.
one of the most intresting and en Miss Alice Tipton, Miss Alma Paul
Guadalupe Romero
ject was one of the most appropriate
"Serenata"(Violin Solo)
that has ever been considered by the joyable that have ever been given by sen, Miss Chella Van Petten, Mis,
Moszkowskl club considering that the day on a Junior class. The color scheme for Ruth Anderson, Miss Alice Connell,
PROGRESSIVES GET PLACES
Lola Hixeal-augwhich the organization met was a the evening was red and white, liie Mr. Edw'ard Meloney, Mr. Robert Hart
Washington, May 17. Progressives
Durn
"11 Trovatore"
beautiful epring day, with all the High school colors. The banquet hail and Mr. Frank McCullough.
cill have representation on 14 of the
Luella Condon
beauties of nature fully displayed. was decorated beautifully with the.-:IS most Important house committees
FIRE DESTROYS PROPERTY. y
Guy
Reverie"
Those present at the meeting were colors and with the flowers of the
and In all will have 37 commiUee "Twilight
Senior class, roses.
Hungary, May 17. Eight
Budapest,
Lewis
J.
Mrs.
W.
Mabel
Velma
Mrs.
Fugate,
Hail,
Chairman
Underwood
of the
places.
were rendered homethousand
people
The
follows:
was
as
SkinBohm
program
C.
Mrs.
Norman
Mrs. B. J. Reed,
vrays and means committee and Pro "Silver ib'tars"
one child was burned to death,
Welcome
less,
Pearl
Ellis,
Miss
TL
Emma
R..
Address,
Miss
Mrs.
Blattman
Larkln,
ner,
Emily
gressive Leader Murdock have agreed
many people were injured and heavy
Gills Adlon, Mrs. Alice Rice, Mrs. I. W. 14.
upon Rich a plan. As there aro If "Historical Pageant"
'
financial losses were caused by a
Toasts
Professor
Meade,
Rufus
Shoemaker.
Mrs.
D.
E.
Mrs.
A.
Nettie
Nina
and
Hlggins,
Lively,
accredited progressives In the house-- ;
fire in the center of this city
toastmaster.
great
C. Anderson, Mrs. Frank II H. RobPart II
wome will have places on more than
'
The flames started in the uptoday.
the
Las
Schoo!,
M.
Be
High
;To
Dance"
II.
Vegas
Mrs.
erts
and
"Witches'
Lancey
Northrup.
.ne committee.
of- a large building, and
fioor
Miss Hazel Webb, 13.
per
4 4 4
Jt Lola' Hixenbaugh
Fivers and harbors and agriculture
- fanned by a strong wind; quickly InClara
o
the
TipMiss
Faculty,"
ire the only important committees or. "Wandering Sprite",.... Engelbrecht Domestic Science
'
rfv'
,
,.
ton,,:,!!
Kuoe 'Condon
r. - volved several MooTts of houses In
Class 'Teeds". Friend.
which the progressives will not hars
'Amlerthe district.
Ff'To
the
Seniors," MjB9,,Rutb
Havermeyer
"La Tiiloma"
Thursday afternoon Jn Uie domestic
Main
Main
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Telephone or call and we will have our demonstrator show you
Los Vegas Automobile
Phone Main 344.
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Will be given with every pair of shoes worth
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HAVE

BOUT WITH

it in Laa Vegas.

CHICO

Sim Culley ol Springer, came in this
afternoon for a few days' business visit in Las Vegas.
BANTAMWEIGHT TO GET RETURN
W. A. Naease returned this afternoon
LOS
BATTLE WITH CLEVER
has
been
for
from Trinidad' where he
BANTAM
ANGELES
on business.

the past week
H. A. Harvey came in yesterday
evening from the Harvey ranch tor a
few days visit in Las Vegas.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry uoors, Jr., came
in this afternoon from tljeir home at
:
Clovis for a few days visit.
W. G. Ogle returned this afternoon
from Dawson after having been a business visitor there for the past few
.

days.
Mr. and Mrs. W. O. Bourne left this

KING ALFONSO 27 YEARS OLD. STRICT ENGLISH COURT RULE
Madrid, May 17. KJng Aiionso,
who was born May 17, I88tf, celebrat aueen, Shocked st Laxity In Society,
Makes Erasures in Her Visbirthday anni
ed his twenty-seventiting Lists.
admiraversary today. The people's
tion for the coolness and bravery dis
Queen Mary is making her influocence and her strong personality felt at
played by the young king on the
casion of the latest attempt on his court in no uncertain manner, and
life was reflected In the birthdp.y cel those who wish to be received and to
repute within its
ebrations, which were mora enthu- be held in good
charmed circle must look well to their
siastic and more general throughout manner of
going.
the kingdom than for some years
Never before have there been so
of
hundreds
the
day
past. During
many erasures from submitted lists
messages were re- and never has the line been so sharpcongratulatory
ceived at the royal palaces, together ly drawn as to the proper qualificawith many valuable presents from tions as at the present time, the New
Herald's London correspondent
the sovereigns of Europe and person- York,
states. No lady who steps out of her
"of
the
al friends
king.
sphere of true womanliness and correct feminine modesty; no one who
has a breath of scandal against her
ACCUSED MAN DISAPPEARS
.
B. Slale, or him (for the male sex is also InDecatur, III., May
cluded in the ban), and, above all, no
editor of the Mount Auburn Trihi-ni-Individual who has figured as a prinwho yesterday Bhot Dr. B. F. Windsor,
in the divorce court need seek
cipal
his disappeared. Efforts --.nude to find to find favor with Queen Mary, and
him to raise his bail from ?2,500 to such a one applying for a "command"
$1.i.000 have been futile so far. Dr. to the royal presence will surely meet
Windsor is near death in a hospital, with a prompt refusal.
The queen and the king is said to
. we it is said ho cannot live through
be in cordial agreement is deter
were
intestines
perfor- mined that her court shall, as far as
tonight. His
x
i
ated Sy the sho'.. PeiKor-ipossible, be one of absolute purity.
She has been much shocked at the
ptcted to d3?elop.
Slate left Tav'orville, when he fur- many causes celebree and their
details, as well as by the
nished the $2,500 bond, for Edinburgh.
and amusements of
recreations
Friin
Christian
cmuly,
i n,a;l town
of society. Morea
section
certain
day cvenin?. He could not be found over, it is reported that the queen
f t
d iiburg i today.
views with great dislike any further
laxity in connection with the divorce
law. She regards the marriage tie
SOAKED HIM RIGHT
as sacred and binding, and while dePierre, S; D., May 17. Sixteen
ploring the lightness with which in
Dakota
peniten- many cases the contracts are underyears in the South
tiary was the sentence given R. C. taken, she yet holds that once It has
Evans, of Pierre, who had pleaded been entered into it should be held inguilty to criminal relations with his violate.
It is even whispered that Queen
17 year old stepdaughter.
Mary has brought her influence to
bear on the subject to a very material

Benny Chaves, who has been in
Las Vegas for several days helping
Louis Newman train for Lis bout with
Bud Boyd, and who acted as the for
mer's second ia that engagement, has

practically reached terms for a match
with Battling Chico at Albuquerque on
Decoration Day. Chaves, who is the
claimant of
"bantamweight championship bf the Rocky Mountain re
elom'fias "srivcTS Into the hands of
Newman the management of the negotiations with Chlco.
; Newman
this morning received a
telegram from the management of the
Moose Athletic club of Albuquerque
informing him that that organization
had accepted Chaves' terms and could
arrange for .the meet with Chico.
Newman was assured that a $2,500
house could be drawn to the bout,
which is to be staged in an open air
arena. It is believed the agreements
will be signed without delay
Chaves says he is anxious to meet
Chico, who defeated him at Albuquer
que some time ago. He is in excellent condition, having trained faith
fully for his recent battle with Marino.
Chaves and Newman will continue
to train at the Pastime pool hall on
Bridge street until Thursday of next
week when they will go to Albuquer

te

morning in a Ford auto for Mora
where they will be for a short time
on business.
A. F. Fraker, a well known civil en
gineer of Wagon Mound, came in last
night for a few days' business visit
in Las Vegas.
Mrs. Charles Scott left this morning for her ranch near Levy after
having been a visitor in Las Vegas
for a short time.
Rev. J. L. Imhof left yesterday for
Indiana where he will locate, having
given up his position here as pastor
of the Christian church.
M. L. Pugh of Wagon Mound came
in last night to attend the
bout, which was staged at the
Duncan opera house.
Superintendent F. L Myers of the
New Mexico division of the Santa Fe,
came in this afternoon from La Junta
whore he has been on a business trip
que.
fro lite past week.
Newman said today that he would
of
M.
B. Goke
Mr. and Mrs.
never
try again to train down to 133
rame in last night from that
6 o'plock on, the night of a battle.
at
place for a few days' visit here. Mr. He
says, he spent two days before
Goke was today displaying on the
bout
his
with Boyd in "drying out,''
streets a fine Percheron stallion.
was
weak when he entered the
and
afterthis
Mrs. William Lewis left
Newman fought the
noon for Wilmington, Pa., where she ring last night.
on
nerve. He says
entire
battle
his
will visit her son, Norman, who is
he is willing to meet any other lightemployed there by the Westinghouse
weight in the country at 133 at 3
company. Mrs. Lewis expects to be o'clock on
the afternoon before the
absent for several weeks.
but at no other figi
O. M. Ward, Lorenzo Delgado, Ade- bout,
laide Tafoya and Charles Farley will
leave tomorrow morning for Ga'ilinas
DISTRICT COURT WILL
Springs on a short business visit.
FarThey will make the trip in Mr.
BEGIN TERM MONDAY
ley's automobile.
The Hibbette Concert company of
Denver arrived here this afternoon
from Raton where it performed last CRIMINAL BUSINESS IS EXPECT- -'
ED-TBE MUCH LIGHTER
Tilght. It will give a concert at the
THAN USUAL.
Y. M. C. A. tonight under the auspices
of the Santa Fe.
The spring term of the district
I. B. Stubblefield of Alcalde, New
Mexico, came in last night for a short court for San Miguel county wijl bebusiness visit here. Mr. Stubblefield gin Monday morning, at the court
is a well known business man of Al- house with Judge David J Leahy of
Las Vegas occupying the bench. Owcalde.
M. B. Smith of Denver was a
ing to the fact 'that many persons arrested for crimes during the past six
visitor in Las Vegas today.
William White returned this after- months have! waived the right to a
noon from Sands, .where he has been grand Jury Investigation, have been
arraigned, and entered pleas of guillor the past few days on business.
A. W. Green, president of the Na- ty, there will not be any great amount
tional Biscuit company,
and two of. criminal business brought before
daughters, passed through this after- the court. The law under which such
noon in private car No. 1858, enroute action can be, taken Is pronounced by
from New York City to California, the bar as the. best piece of legislatwhere they will spend the summer. ion, that has been enacted since the
It has saved
Mr. and Mrs. B. R, Barva and advent of statehood.
daughter of Fort Wayne, Ind., came the county a large amount of money
in yesterday afternoon from Califor- and has enabled the court to dispense
The with a great deal of work. The grand
nia en. route to Fort Wayne.
party made the trip In an Apperson Jury will begin sessions early during
machine and stated that the roads of the term. As the county has beeni
since the last
than unusually?
New Mexico were far better
those of Arizona. They stopped In term of court;, it Is not expected that
Las Vegas only long enough to re- the grand jury will have a long or
stock their provisions and take gaso- busy session.
line for their machine.
Mr. and Mrs. W. P. Klepplnger and
'
daughter of Dayton, Ohio, drove in
last evening from Los Angeles In a
ADDITIONAL SOCIETY
Bulck automobile en route from' Los
Ange'ies to their home. They found
the roads In New Mexico in fair conEl Porvenir Guests
dition, but stated that they will be Have a Good Time
pleased when they get to roads that
has been busy at El Porveare better graded. Upon arriving nirSociety
week.
this
interesting
Many
here, Mr. Klepplnger discoverer that
thing's fcappen 'at thlsresprt that, prolearhe had broken a spring, , since;
vide 'amusement for the guests. VImA
Ing l,anjy.?; He was detained here, for fr.Tijesday
ivening W..,JiJ Haakj former
a ahort umt until tlie spring comu
ly dramatic critic for tne fiusDurgn
be eplaced.
Post, entertained the guests with a
reading ''of lis latest playette entitled
"Rosa'f; TiB playette Is very inter
esting antLis well written. Mr. Haas
is a well Vnown author and is the writ
er of the popular play "Bachelors and
Benedicts." On Monday evening the
Y. H. C. A.
.
guests entertained themselves with a
huee bonfire. All those present sat
around the fire Indian style and en
MAY
joyed a pleasant evening. Those pres
ent at the bonfire were Mr. and Mrs.
Hallett Raynolds and children, Rich
ard and Ruth; Mr. and Mrs. Marshall
Turner, Mr. Alfonso Henach, Mr. W. E
Young, Mr. W. E. Haag, Mr. H. F
Tilton, Mr. James Goerlick and Miss
Ruth Lenhard.
n
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Young Man Establish a Credit

if

a

wish to make a success in business open a checking
account with us NOW and create a credit for later use.
If you

Paid on Checking Accounts

2

THE PEOPLES BANK & TRUST CO.
-

Capital

-

-

-

S1I1.000

KANSAS CITY LIVE STOCK

17.--F-

.

1

s

Kansas City, May 17. Cattle, receipts 600. Market steady. Native
steers $7.258.65; southern steers
$G7.75; southern cows and heifers
4.507.50; native cows and heifers
$1.758.35; stackers and feeders
$6.508.15; hulls $5.757.50; calves
$G.3010; western steers $0.75
8.35; western cowg $4.507.25.
Hogs, receipts 1,500. Market steady
Bulk of sales $8:35
to strong.
packers and
8.45; heavy $8.30(5-8.40butchers $S.358.45; lights $8.35
8.45; pigs $6.757.50.
Sheep, receipts none. Market stea-

THE OLD RELIABLE

BAIN ,WA

I

;

dy. Muttons

?46.50;

'1

lambs

Colorado

$78.3u; range wethers and
range ewes
lings $4.407.25;

year$4

6.25.
CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE
Chicago, May 17. General showers

in the spring crop belt today' eased
wheat.
Deficiency of moisture in
that section had been causing some
apprehension. Lower prices at Liv

Vv'i

extent and that government inaction
with regard to the findings of the re- erpool counted also against the bulls.
cent divorce commission is thus not The oDenlnz was Vn&VL to
down.
a little accounted for.
of
loss
a
to
at
884
started
July
88,
and then
V to
, touched 88
QUEER WHIMS FOR FUNERALS fell to SSVVt. The close wa3 steawith July at 88, a gain of
Englishman's Coffin Made cf 4,000 dy
Unusual Burial
Matchboxes
July corn, which opened unchangat Sea.
ed to a shade higher at 56 to
and then sagged to 557.
sold at 56
An enormous crowd gathered at The close was Vs net higher for July
Chester a few months ago to witness
the funeral of an electrical engineer, at 56.
off to a shade
July oats started
who was carried to the cemetery in
reached 36
to
a coffin that had been laboriously con- up at 36
structed by himself out of 4,000 ma tch- and dropped to
boxes. These,' with their tops visible
Holders bid up provisions but litt'.e
and advertising their respective mak- business was done. First quotations
ers, were varnished over and strength- were
higher, inunchanged to
ened inside with wood. On the coffin
was placed an electric battery , says cluding July at $19.45 for pork; $10.8.7
for ribs.
for lard and $11.1012
London
Some years ago a maiden lady died
The closing quotations were as fol
in France, who lows :
at Calemis-sur-Lywas reported to have been a chamWheat, May 90; July 88; Septempion, snuff taker. She enjoyed singuber
88; December 90.
larly good health, retained all her
Corn, May 55; July 56; Septem
mental faculties and, died at a ripe
old age. Her funeral was most ex- ber 56; December 54.
Oats, May 38; July 36; Septemtraordinary. Her wish was that her
coffin should be filled with tobacco, ber 35.
the floor of the mortuary chamber
Pork, July $19.60; September $19.35,
carpeted with it and the heir to the
Lard, May $11.05; July $10.90; Sep
property charged to scatter tobacco tember
$10.97.
on
the way to the
before the hearse
Ribs, May $11.90; July $11.15; Sep
cemetery.
A lady who left Liverpool sdmetime tember $11.
ago by the Lucanla crossed the Atlantic on a unique mission. "sA promiNEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
nent New York business man, who
New York. May 17. The stock mar
died recently, directed in his will that
closed heavy. Trading operations
ket
his remains should be cremated and
were
confined within a narrow range, II
of
waters
on
the
the ashes scattered
the Atlantic from a Cunard steamer. and movements cf the active stocks
The Lucanla, being the special favor- were without feature during the half
ite of the deceased gentleman, was day's session. The general market
selected, and the lady In question, at was not affected by a further break
a time fijffed, so that simultaneously in
the Rock Island and St. Louis anl
the family could attend a memorial
service in New York, cast the ashes San Francisco's securities, for wkish.
from an urn into the ocean. A cer- no authoritative explanation was oftificate was given by the captain of fered. Some heaviness was shown at
the Lucanla stating the latitude and the outset, with special pressure
longitude in which the ashes were against Canadian Pacific, but this
committed to the deep.
tendency soon wore off and the list
moved
up to above yesterday's close.
Lang Willie's Retort
Top figures, however, were not
A Scotch caddie is almost certain
to be a shrewd observer of men and maintained, some selling orders makthings, and he is frequently gifted ing their appearance again as the ses
with a sharp tongue.
Bonds were
sion drew to a close.
"Lang Willie" was for many years steady.
......
a
figure on the St Andrews golf links. On the occasion of
Louis Kossuths visit to St. Andrews,
PILES CURED IN 6 TO 14 DAYS.
a public dinner was given in his honYour druggist will refund money
to
ticket
a
for
or,.' and Willie applied
if
PAZO OINTMENT fails to cure
Of
the
the bailie who was in charge
arrangements. The worthy man curt- any case of Itching, Blind, Bleeding
ly refused the application, saying to or Protrding Piles in 6 to 14 days.
Willie that it was "no place for the 60c.
likes of him to be at the dinner."
"No for the likes of me" was WilThe spring 'months often find a
lie's Indignant rejoinder;' ' "I've been
in the company of gentlemen from 11 woman "tired out, with pain' in back,
to 4 o'clock maist days for the last hips and head, nervous and sleepless.
30 year, and that's malr than you can Foiep Kidney Pills will quickly prove
,
their worth and value as a heaier of
say I" Youth's Companion.
all kidney and bladder ailments and
Do Not Fear Disarmament.
They are a splendid
irregularities.
Worldwide disarmament would not
for
rheumatism,
clearing the
embarrass the great Krupp concern remedy
and system.
from
the
acid
uric
Joints
in Cermany. The technical director
of the corporation says: "It will affect Try them. O. O. Rchaefer and Red
us little. Persons generally believe Cross Drug Store.
that the Krupps exist solely for the
manufacture of war material, but this
Barbed wire cuts, ragged wounds,
is erroneous. They forget that we collar and harness galls heal up
produce about 4,000 tons of steel daily, quickly when BALLARD'S
SNOW
war material being almost a side line.
is
Is
both
LINIMENT
heal,
It
applied.
sudwas
If a worldwide disarmament
Price
25c, 50C
and
would
much
we
antiseptic.
effected
proceed
lng
denly
and $1.00 per bottle. Sold by Central
the same as before."
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TODAY'S BASEBALL
National

IGross, Kelly

League.

Chicago at Philadelphia; cloudy.
Pittsburgh at New York; cloudy.
St. Louis at Brooklyn; cloudy.
Cincinnati at Boston; cloudy.
American League.
Philadelphia at Cleveland; clear.
Washington at Detroit; clear.
Boston at St. Louis; cloudy.

36y2,
3636.

Western League.
St. Joe at Denver; cloudy.
Des Moines at Lincoln; rain.
Sioux City at Wichita; cloudy.
Omaha at Topeka; rain.
STANDING OF CLUBS
STANDISO

National League.
Won Lost Pet.
16
7
.696
Philadelphia
.667
18
9
Brooklyn
Club

New

York

St. Louis
Chicago

Boston
Pittsburg
Cincinnati

14

12

.528

14
15
10
12

14

.500
.500
.417
.414

15
14
17
19

a

.296

American League.
Club
Won Lost Pet.
.750
18
6
Philadelphia
.643
18
10
Cleveland
9
.625
15
.:
Washington
13

1

Boston
Detroit

..11

New York

.600
.419

12
18
17

18

Chicago
St. Louis

.393
.345

10 -.- 19
7
19

1

.2G9

Western League.
Won

Club

Denver
Lincoln
i
Joseph
Des

Moines

--

Omaha
Sioux City
Topeka

Pet

7

.708

S

.652

.11
11
10

.
i

Wichita-

t

Lost

17
15
16

...

10
7

;.

.C15
.458
.440
.435
.417
.280

10
13
14
13 '
14
18

-

&

At Philadelphia:

Chicago,

At

'

Philadelphia, 10;

4.

Brooklyn:

Brooklyn,

Louis, 5.

6;

'

St

American League
At Detroit: Detroit, 5; Washington,
2.

,

At Chicago:

Tit-Bits- ..

Chicago, 7; New York,

0.

At St. Louis: St. Louis,

3; Boston,

2.

At Cleveland: Philadelphia, 8;
Cleveland, 5.'
Western League.
At Lincoln: Lincoln, 2; Des Moines,

4.

ALL

POINTS

10

EXCURSIONS

SUMMER

710

IN

COLORADO

FTfi
fWJ

Round trip tickets will be on sale
daily, commencing June 1 to Sep-

tember 30, 1913, good to return
up to and including Oct. 30, 1913.

(Pueblo . . $11.90
I Fare for round trip Colo. Sp'ds $13.70
Irv
nn
(Denver, . . dio.DU
Tickets are first class, good for stop overs
in either direction within final limit. For fares
to other points, please call at ticket office.

.

Drug

CO.

ii

1

ii

DAN L BATCHELOR., Agent

well-know- n

'

YESTERDAY'S BASEBALL.
.
National, League
New York: New York, 10; Pitts- -

lnrg.

3S

--

American Association
Toledo at Milwaukee; clear.
Indianapolis at Kansas City; rain.
Louisville at Minneapolis; cloudy.
Columbus at St. Paul; cloudy.

& Co,

Sole Agents

56,

Had Not Fair Chance in Life.
Recent statistics as to the life his1.
tory of the inmates of the Elmlra
At Wichita: Sioux City, 5; Wichita, (N. Y.) reformatory, the prison to
which offenders under the age of 25
Wiliiam Harvey of Hurley, N. M., 2.
are sent on their first conviction, show
came in last nisbt for a Bhort busi
1.
At Topeka: Topeka, 6; Omaha,
cent, of them were raised
ness visit here. Mr. ffarvej ,is
At Donver: St. Joseph, 7; Dearer, that 60 per
'
in orphan asylums.

prominent business wan of Hurley.

five

1913.
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H. F. Til ton came in last evening
from El Porvenir'for a few days' vis-
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For Sale!
Horses, Harness, Wagons, Buggies,
Household Goods and Furniture
Having decided to leave the city, I am selling off my household
goods, horses, wagons, buggies, etc., at bargain prices. If you are
needing any of the following articles, it will be to your Interest to
come and look over the assortment. Come eariy. Nothing will be
sold on Saturdays.
1 Wooden
1 Cook Stove, 1 Heater, 3 Iron Bedsteads,
Bedstead, 4
Coil Bedsprings, 1 Sewing Machine, 1 table, 3 Stands, 12 Chairs.
Couch, 1 Phonograph and Records, 2 Chiffoniers, 3 Dozen Mason
Chest Carpenter Toola, some
Fruit Jars, and many other
Blacksmith Tools. 7 Good Mares, 800 to 1,400 pounds. 1 Wag-n- ,
1 Set Doub'e Harness, 1 Plow, 1 Auto Buggy, 1 Workbench, etc.
All household goods are practically new and in excellent condition.
THE MARES ARE NEARLY ALL OF TH EDRAFT TYPE AND Ac.
1

s.

WORKERS.

Sallow complexion is due to a torHERBINE purifies and
pid liver.
strengthens the liver and' bowela and

GOOD

restores the rony bloom of health to
the cheek. Price EOc. Sold by Cen;
tral Drag Co.

620 Grand Avenue,

East Las Vcns, Ih

TWO

(
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jinMoi- - crass or fabric of ever
greater beauty than the rabannas are
the lambas, made of silk, both In the
flODD DISPLAY OF
natural tint" and In various colors,
MISTAKE
LUCKY
and showing designs of striking his lilS
torical interest These silk garments
Collection of Native Handicraft are naturally more expensive than thd
perrabannas, are worn by
of ManuFrom Madagascar Island.
sons and are especially treasured for Accidental Exchange
the
burial garments. Those displayed in
Day for
scripts Saved
Museum average
the Commercial
Two Aspiring Students.
exhibition Shown In New York Dou-- i rather more than seven feet in length
and from five feet to Blx feet In width.
bly Interesting Because Art Is
GOOD- CAROLINE
They are made generally of two or By MILDRED RIDGE.
Passing Away With Influx of
more narrow strips sewed together
Cheap Foreign Goods.
"This is a great moment In your
lengthwise, as the native looms do not
of
admit
more
32
than
weaving strips
life, my son," said the mother of
New York. There lias recently been
inches wide.
Barclay. "I hope and believe
Adolphus
Commerin
exhibition
the
on
placed
While many of these lambas show that it settles your future."
below
street
34th
cial museum,
"And I am sure that It will," deonly conventional lozenge patterns,
Spruce, an important collection show- those of better
clared
almost
Algernon Barclay's sister.
workmanship
ing the native handicraft of the island always indicate the
de"Don't you think so, Irma?"
of
such
origin
a
is
repNot
it
only
of Madagascar.
from an early bird and tree pat"He certainly deserves the best the
resentative display of a high form of signs
can give him," answered
tern,
the
of
and
world
symbolizing
inter-stinlife,
tree,
primitive art, but it is doubly
under the recent going back apparently to folklore and Adolphus Barclay's fiancee, blushlngly
because
beliefs
antedate both the Moham- sweet as her eyes answered the deep
I"rench occupation of that great medan that
and
Christian eras.
love light in his own.
are
arts
steadily
ssland the native
pro"Well, we will soon know,"
influx
passing away before the great
claimed Adolphus himself. "Where is
Japanese Medal for Boy.
goods. Madof cheap foreign-madSan Francisco. Duncan Fitzgerald, my manuscript? Ah, here. Good-by,- "
agascar is known to Americans princia
of
raffia
schoolboy, who saved a Japanese and kissing all three of the best
pally as the largest producer
from
use
drowning a year ago, was deco- friends a young man ever had, thea
by
tfiber, which is in such general
made
horlsts aud agriculturists and for rated at Redwood City with "Kojuhos-ko,- " hope of the Barclay family
a medal conferred by the Japan- rush for the railroad depot.
basket weaving, etc. The raffia as it
A year out of college, critic and aucomes to our market is in the form of ese emperor for bravery. The award
on ancient literature, Adolphus
was
made
400
a
and
ceremony,
thority
obtained
public
long, thin strips. These are
was striving hard to win the tutelary
by the natives peeling off the outer American school children sang the,
two
skin from the leaves of the palm tree. Japanese national air. Consul Qener-- j plum of Harris college. It was a
con-- i thousand dollars per year
al
OJlro
Ohara
position,
San
of
Francisco
are
then
carefully
These soft strips
with perquisites. In case he won it,
lried, made up into hanks and wrap- 'rred the decoration.
there would be a wedding, a family
ped In bales. The palm tree produce
removal, and he would feel settled for
or
in
wild
tiled
nansan
rllccous
them
great
grows
ing
life.
of
Four
espeKan.
days
Dodge City,
throughout Madagascar,
So far everything looked favorable.
hiccoughs caused the death of
cially in the moist valleys of the la'
auyears old. Adolphus had appeared before the
terlor. It has a short stem and B William Burgess, sixty-on- e
crown of enormous leaves; the sepa- The hiccoughs started after Burgess gust college faculty and had read his
paper on Egyptian poetry. He had
rate leaves are often as large as 45 had eaten a hearty meal.
made a hit. It seemed as if his posifeet Ions and each leaflet 2 to 5 feet
tion was assured. A few days later,
NOTICE OF PUBLICATION.
in length.
of Harris wrote
In Madagascar itself raffia is used State of New Mexico, county of San however, the president
down
come
to
with
him
something
for many other purposes than In this
Miguel, In the District Court
and interesting, and give the
country. The natives weave from it Albinita Fortillos de Montoya, plain- bright
students a sample of his erudition.
very beautiful cloths in long, narrow
tiff vs. Etiseo Montoya, defendant.
"I understand a good many wealthy
and
which
call
rabannas
they
strips,
men
NO.
7520.
send their sons to Harris,"
use for clothing. The cloth is not cut
You, Eliseo Montoya, defendant in Adolphus explained to his mother. "I
and made up into garments, but is
the college heads wish to
used In the etrlp, being wrapped the above entitled cause, are hereby suppose
cater
to
them. If I make a favorable
more
or
a
notified that
suit for divorce has
around the body and fastened
on the students, I fancy
less in the same way as the Roman been commenced against you In the Iimpression
will be acceptable all around."
toga. Sometimes both raffia and cot- above entitled court by said Albinica
The result was the manuscript in
ton fiber are used In making this Portillos de
the plaintiff, on the black leather roll which Adolphus
Montoya,
on
is
made up
the primitive
cloth. It
hand looms used by the Madagascar the grounds of abandonment, cruel
natives in very narrow strips, and and inhuman treatment, and failure
whore greater widths 13 desired the to support
plaintiff,
according to
strips are sewed together lengthwise. your means, station in life and abilSome of the rabannas exhibited at ity, as alleged and shown in the comthe Commercial Museum are exquisplaint fixed In said cause.
itely fine, showing more than 60
That unless you enter or cause to
threads to the Inch. They are colored
with vegetable dyes, principally In be entered your appearance In said
dull shades of green, red and brown, cause on or before the 23rd ay of
which harmonize beautifully with the June A. D. 1913, decree pro confesso
skins of the natives, which are of a and judgment by default will be entered therein against you.
The name and postoffice address of
plaintiff's attorney is Wm. G. Hay-doEast Las Vegas, New Mexico.
Dated this 26th day of April, 1913.
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(Seal)

LORENZO DELGADO,
Clerk of said Court.

slight cold ir
holds possibilities
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Native

Madagascar

lien la

inflamed membranes.
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Siracial

excursion Rates

CALIFORNIA 's? NORTHWEST
Round trip tickets will be on sale daily
from June i to September 30, 1913, with
final limit on all tickets to Oct. 31, 1913

Los Angeles or San Diego

....

-

$48.50

Special dates, shorter limit
$43.50
San Francisco
S55.00
$50.00
Special dates, shorter limit
San Francisco one way via
Portland or Seattle - $77.50
$72.50
Special dates, shorter limit
Tickets are first class, good for stopovers
in either direction, and for further particulars
as to routing etc., please call at ticket office.
D. L.

DATCIIELOP., Agent

J. CHENEY & CO.,
Toledo, Ohio.
We, the undersigned, have known

a

OPTIC

F--

J. Cheney for the last 15 years,
and believe him perfectly honorable
in all business transactions and financially able to carry out any obligations made by his .
NATIONAL BANK 'OF COMMERCE,
F.

obe

, it

,

IT5he

gists.
Take Hall's Family Pills for
stipation.

con-

CHAPMAN

RATES

FOR

CLASSIFIED

A

i

COLUMN

V

1

ADVER-

cent, per ;ne

Five

LODGE NO. 2, A. F. A
A. M.
Regular com

(V

1
i

W. M., H. S

TISEMENTS

Most Prompt and Effectual Cure for
Bad Colds.
When you have a bald coid you
want a remedy that will not only give

AND CAFE

SOCIETY DIRECTORY

WOT)

tj-m-

Toledo, Ohio.
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken inter-nallacting directly upon the blood
and mucous surfaces of the system.
Testimonplals sent free. Price 75
cents per bottle. Sold by all Drug-

RESTAURANT

SHORT ORDERS AN D RtGULAK DINNERS
THE BEST GOODS OBTAINABLE ALWAYS HANDLED

1

1

LOBBY

l- -

munication first and
third Thursday in
each month. Visiting
brothers cordially invited.

Secretary

Wm. P. Mills.

.rn Petten,

Secretary.

O. O. MOOSE
Meets second aa
fourth
Thursday evening eai
month at W. o. W. Hall. Visitl'.
brother cordially Invited. Dr. 1
W
J. Thoraim
Houf, Dictator:

J

E. ROSEN WALD LODGE NO. 541.
O. of B B( Meets
first

I.

every
Tuesday of ;b month In the vestry
I
rcms of Temple Montefiore at
tlWfljAK Keg
ft fTia ; 'l r uniiiilikira
a
ma.
o'clock p. w. Visiting brothers ara
day in each month at Ma
Isaac AppeL
cordially Invited
yA
sonic Temple at 7:30 p. m. Q. H.
President; Charles Greenclay." Sec
Klnkel, B. C; Chas. Tamme. Reretary.
corder.

LAS

eacn

VEGAS COMMANDERY,

NO.

2

Insertion.
Estimate tlx ordinary wordt to a line.
No ad to occupy le
space than two
relief, but effect a prompt and per- lines. Ail advertla mentt charged
manent cure, a remedy that is pleas- will be booked at space actually
t,
ant to take, a remedy that contains without regard to number of words.
Chamberlain's Cash In advance preferred.
nothing
injurious.
I. O. O. F. LAS VEGAS LODGE NO.
Cough Remedy meets all these requirements. It acts on nature's plan,
LAS VEGAS CHAPTER MO. 3. ROYr Meets every Monday evening al
relieves the lungs, aids expectoration,
their hall'on Sixth street All visit
AL. ARCH MASONS Regi lar con- opens the secretions and restores th'
ocaDon nrst Monday in
lng brethren cordially invited to at
ft"? mh.
system to a healthy condition. This
N.
tend. F. D. Fries,
each
month
G.; Gus
at
Masonic
a
wide
has
and
sale
world
remedy
use, and can always be depended
Lehman, V. G.; T. M. Elwood
Temple at 7:30 p. m. H.
upon. Sold by all dealers.
B. Hubbard, H. P.; F. O
Secretary; Karl Wertz. Treasurer;
C. V. Hedgcock, cemetery trustes.
Blood, Secretary.
Foley Kidney Pills repay your confidence in their hefling and curative
PAN8FORD CHAPTER NO. 2, O. E. MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
OPTIC'S NUMBER. MAIN t.
qualities. Any kidney or bladder dis
8. Meets first and third Fridays
Meet in the Forest of Brotherly
ease net beyond the r?aca pf medi-cinat 7:30 p. m. In Masonic Temple,
Love at Woodmen of the World
will yield to their use. Mrs. Cor
Mrs. J. o. Rutledge, Worthy Mahall, on the second and fourth
delia copeland, Ardeola, Mo., says, "I
tron; Mrs. Agnes Tripp, Secretary.
Mondays of each month at 8 p. m.
had kidney and bladder trouble for
C. H. Stewart, Consul; G. Laemmle,
Telephone Main 329.
over a year and 5 bottles of Foley WANTED To rent piano. Address
Clerk; Z. W. Montague, Local DepH. H. Gobbel, Watrous, N. M.
Kidney PMs cured me." It is the
FRATERNAL
BROTHERHOOD
uty.
NO.
Visiting members are espesame story from every one who uses
102 Mees every Monday
cially welcome and cordially invitat
night
them. All say, "they cured me," O. WANTED Maid for general houseO. R. C. Hail, on Douglas avenue.at
ed.
G. Schaefer
and Red Cross Drug
work. 1037 Seventh street.
8 o'clock.
Visiting members are
Store.
J. C. Wertz,
cordially welcome.
WANTED Good girl for general
president; J. T. Buhlor secretary;
HUNKER & HUNKER
Health a Factor In Success.
Call 1024 Third. Mrs
housework,
C. H. Bally, treasurer.
H. Hunker Chester A. Hun
The largest factor contributing to
Goorge
Harry Vogt.
a man's success is undoubtedly health.
Attorney
B. p. O. ELKS
Meets second and
It has been" observed that a man Is
New Menu
Las Vegas.
seldom sick when his bowels are reg
fourth
fSersi
Tuesday evening of eacb
ular he is never well when they are
month Elks home on Ninth
constipated. For constipation you FOR
and
Douglas avenue. Visiting broth
RENT
Two
as
will find nothing quite so good
housekeeping
ersare cordially invited. Gov. Wm
DR. E. L. HAMMOND, DENTlrooms. 414 Seventh street.
not
Chamberlain's Tablets. They
J. Mills, Exalted Ruler; D. W. ConCrockett Building
only move the bowels but improve
the appetite and strengthen the dl FOR RENT Suite of
Main
Office Telephone
don, Secretary.
furnished
nicely
gestion. They arn sold by all deal
Main 1
House
Telephone
housekeeping rooms, electrict lights
ers.
bath, etc. Excellent location. 918 KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS, COUN
DR. F. B. HUXMANN
CIL NO. 804. Meets aecond and
Eighth street.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
fourth Thursday in O. R. C. Hall,
Dentist
Pioneer building.
Denial work of any description
Department of the Interior, V'. S. FOR RENT Modern furnished flat,
Visiting memLand Office at Sai.ta Fe, N. M.,
bers are cordially Invited. Richard moderate prices.
511 Ninth street.
April 1, 1913.
Room 1 Center Block. Tel. Main l
Devlne, G. K.; Frank Angel, F. 8.
Notice is hereby giv-uthat Vin FOR RENT Furnished four room
East Las Vegas, N. M.
cento Ciddio of Kast La 3 V.'.gas, who, r pottage, J 6. Will take invalids. EL
DORADO
NO.
LODGE
I
on December IS, 1907, made home
41V Eighth street.
KNIGHTS OF PY Professional Health Culture for Ladlst
stead entry, No. 05201, for W
NV
MRS. OLLIE SHEARER
TH I AS Meets e
section 31, W
SW
section 30,
General
Massage, Hair and Scalp
even
ery Monday
Facial Massage, Manicure
township 14 N, raise 17 K, N. M. P,
Treatment,
in
Hall
Castle
Ing
5? i
M., has filed notice of intention o FOR
fay
Plaza Hotel.
SALE Jersey cow, Mrs. Harry
Visiting
Knlgiiti
make five year proof, to establish
1:30 p. m. to 3: JO p. m
Office
hours
1024
invit
tre cordially
Third street.
Vogt,
claim to the land above described, beChas. Liebacc
TO CURE A COLD IN ONE DAY
fore Leo M. Tipton, U. S. commis- BABY
chicks 10 cents. ThoroughChancelloi Take LAXATIVE
ner,
FtROMO
Quinine
sioner, at East Las Vegas, N. M., on
bred Single Comb Rhode Island
Commander. Harrj Tablets. Druggists refund money If It
'
1913.
June 7,
Reds and Barred Rocks. Mrs. Geo. ry Maiuu, Keeper of Records anc fails to cure E W. GROVE'S
Claimant names as witnesses: Vlc- Seal.
Is on each box. 25c.
Tudor, Osage City, Kan.
torlno Abeyta and Pedro Ciddio, East
Las Vegas, N. M.; Crescenciana
FOR SALE A good refrigerator; J, mmm&t
Las Vegas, N. M., Lucinda J. de
C. Baker, Normal or Y. M. C. A.
Trujillo, East Las Vegas, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
100 BUFF ROCK baby chicks, S12;
From Distilled WaterFree from Bacteria or Germs of any
Register.
cash with order. Mrs. M. E. StevNo impurities, no air, nothing' but Pure Ice.
despription
ens, Humboldt, Kan.
2000 lbs or more, each delivery
;
20c per 100 lbs
LOCAL TIME CMH
1000 to 2000 lbs, each delivery
25c per 100 lbs
200 to 1000 lbs, each delivery
40c per 100 lbs
50 to 200 lbs, each delivery.'
50c per 100 lbs
EAST BOUND
Arrive
Bepan
I

Wanted

,

For

stw

-

i.

i

Tru-Jill-

Neatly

Typewritten

Pages.

now carried. It dealt with ancient
In the whole Meio of uiijiiclne romance, precisely the thing to suit a
there is not a healing remedy that lot of young fellows, he decided.
Adolphus caught the train Just in
will repair damage to the fiesh more
threw his roll up in the car rack,
time,
SNOW
BALLARD'S
than
quickly
and sank into his scat to move along
LINIMENT. In cuts, wounds, sprains,
to make room for a second hurry-up- .

and rheumatism, Its
yellowish tint. The collection In the burns, scalds,
and
penetrating power Is exCommercial Museum shows not onlj healing
these cloths, but the looms on which traordinary. Price 25c, 60c and 11.00
they are made.
per bottle. Sold by Central Drug Co.

HOW'S THIS?

We offer One Hundred Dollars Reward for anv case of Catarrh that
cannot be cured b Hall's Catarrh
Cure.

--

"Town
of a :ave
.
in-.'Croup may ccme on suddenly, bronchitis or pneumonia may develop, severe catarrhal troubles and
consumption aro possible results. Foley's Honey and Tar Compound nips
a cold at the outset, cures croup,
quickly checks a deepseatod cough, Stared at the
A

V,

MAY 17, i913.

This latter also carried a manuscript
roll, the exact counterpart of that beHe likewise
longing to Adolphus.
tossed this into the rack, and smiled
broadly as he said:
"Music?"
"Oh, no," replied Adolphus "lecture."
"H'm; so? Further coincidence.
Same line. Shake."
He was a Jolly fellow, and he and
Adolphus struck up a speedy acquaint-

CRYSTAL IGE

For YOU!

This elegant Rogers'

Silver Spoon
I
v.".ss ii
usp.
vnu
' r
J
i it
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m

3
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ar--
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FLOUR

No.
2.. 9:10 p. m
8:16 p
No. 4.. .11:05 p. m
11:05 p.
No. 8.. . 2:05 a. m
2:10 a
No. 10..
1:45 p. m
2:18
WEST BOUND
No.
. .
.
1:20 p. m
1:45 i
No.
3.. 6:10 a. m
6:15
7. . . 4:20 p. m
No.
4:30 p.
No.
9.
6:35 p. m
7:00 p
.

"I am a professional humorist," he
"Bound for a Dunkard
settlement at Jackson. It seems that
the regularly scheduled man who was
to lecture on some abstruse subject
Is ill, and I have to substitute.
I
warned the lecture bureau that I
would probably be egged or arrested
by those solemn old fellows."
They became so companionable that
the train was starting up from a stop
before the humorist waB aware that
it was his station.
"See you again," he said, grabbing
for his manuscript roll and rushing
for the depot platform.
In due time Adolphus arrived at the
college town.' A committee of seniors
met him at the hotel and then escorted him to the college Itself. They
were inclined to be chummy with

.

Adolphus.
"I wish I had made that lecture a
little lighter and more entertaining,"
was the burden of the young Jecturer'B
thoughts, as he faced a throng in the
chapel composed entirely of students.
They were a lively set, and the hum
of careless chatter indicated that they
would be restless or riotous, Just as
the humor took them.
Adolphus had been a studious college man, and his trend was dignified

and grave. He ascended to' the rostrum and opened his manuscript rolL
His audience was suspiciously quiet.
Adolphus cleared his throat
"I am at your service this evening,
gentlemen," he began, "with a brief
talk on the"

It 's giving you
a present for do-

ing
you

CARRIAGE

AUTOMOBILE,
AMD

HER. MAN

N. O

'd do

any
way wKen you
learn hovr Much

429 GRAND AVE.

FRENCH- GREY (STERLING) FINISH

HOU8E AND 8IGN PAINTING
Hardwood Finishing. Papar Hangiai
ind Glazing
EstimateCheerfully Glvn.
est Side Plar.s
Old

To'

A man living

ALL GROCERS

New York,

ALLEN'S
FOOT-EAS- E
The Antiscptiepowder shaken lnfa

ob- -

tained in tins city from

at Auburn,

had a severe attack of kidney and
bladder trouble. Being a working
man, net wanting to lose time, he
cured himself completely by using
Foley Kidney Pills. A year later he
says: "It is a pleasure to report that
the cure was permanent." H.s name
is J. A. Farmer. O. G. Schaefer and
Red Cross Drug Store.

EMPRESS
can be

20c
25c
30c
40c
.50c

per
per
per
per
per

100
100
100
100
100

It
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linde-yur-

Til

.

the shoes The Kfandnrd itema
I edy lor the leel for a quartet

j century.
everywhere,

30.WX1

testimonials,

hold

25c. Sample
Address, Allen S. Olmsted, Le Roy, N Y.
K E T.
Man who put the

EEs la r

lbs.
lbs.
lbs.
lbs.
lbs.

Harvesters, Storers, and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purity
Lasting Qualities oi Which Have Made Las Vega Famous.
701 DOUGLAS AVENUE

S3

-

ILVER

2,000 lbs., or More, Each Del very
1,000 lbs., to 2,000 lbs., Each Delivery
200 lbs., to 1,000 lbs. Each Delivery
50 lbs, to 200 lbs., Each Delivery
Less than 50 lbs., Each Delivery

PETER P. MACKEL

is.

Made by GERMAN PROCESS

S

,

1200 Lincoln Ave

RETAIL PRICES

OFFICE

Better EMPRESS

ONE COUPON FROM
EMPRESS FLOUR AND
STAMPS
FIVE
BRINGS YOU THE
IT 'S
SPOON
x
GENUINE WM.
ROGERS &
SONS' A A
STANDARD

,

AGUA PURA COMPANY

SIGN PAINTING

something

FLOUR reefy

Phone Main 227

I

ance.

told Adolphus.

Las Vegas Ice & Storage Co.

1e

ANT Ads
Are Best

Market Finders

Classifier adj. search out tbe people to wnom among al!
tbose who MIGHT BUY the particular thing la worth most.
That property you want to sell Is WORTH MOST w
who reads the ads. in this newspaper and would never
your property unless it were advertised here.

somos
hear

i

Others, who read and answer ads. in this newspaper want
are anxious to pay cash for) books, automobiles, .used machinal?
and furniture, articlos of usefulness of ny sort, and musical !
struments.
As the classified ads. are read bj aU possible buyais, of aU
lble sorts of Urines, they have com to be finders of th best

:trr.nm
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Men Who Were Shanghaied From
Norfolk, Va., Seek Satisfaction
From Authorities.

CANDY

INFANT

Marriages

By C. N. JONAS.
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self-contr-

WHAT IS NEEDED

BRIDES

In One Caste In India
ways Occur Before the Age
of Twelve.

APPEAL

The days of the oyster pirates and
old wind jammers were recalled when
Stanhope was startled from his
Walter McGIrth, son of a North Caro- Eieep by a sharp, Imperative rap on
lina farmer, and Ebert Cocran, son of the door of his bedroom window. He
a former Pittsburg banker, told how sprang up, donned dressing-gowand
they had been changhaied at the point slippers and hurried out at once with
to
worK
their a
;of a pistol and forced
lighted candle. As he threw open
way as seamen to Hamburg when they the door, the flickering glare quavered
thought that they were going to ship j
across a woman's tense,
' to Boston, says the Philadelphia Times. grotesquely
pallid features.
hand-j
;The immigration authorities are
"Kathleen!" The name broke from
ling the case and a deputy United him involuntarily; his tone was sharp
States marshal, accompanied by the almost to hardiness.
to Norfolk
two men, is on the
"Dick Mr, Stanhope forgive my
to arrest the agent who shipped them. intrusion at such
an hour, but the
The two young men met last Ndvwill not work, and I I'm
telephone
ember in Norfolk, Va. Both were out afraid my husband is dying. He has
of employment and sought work about had three .attacks with his heart bethe docks. They were met, according fore, but never so bad as this.
to their story, by an alleged crew ship- thought if I could get a doctor right
ping agent, who offered to book them away there might still be some hope.''
on the steamer Dortmund of the Ham-- !
S'tanliope steeled himself as he
line, which was lying looked at her and replied reassurat the docks. The young men were ingly:
told that the ship was bound for Bos-- ;
"I'll
for the doctor Immediately.
ton. They accompanied the, agent to Don't go
worry so much. Perhaps things
an office.
aren't as bad as you fear."
They say that, they met a Swede on
"Thank you, Dick," she breathed
the way and he consented to go along.
iThe three were asked to sign ship-pin- earnestly.
Then she drew her hood close, and
papers, but the Swede refused to turning abruptly, disappeared into the
This
them.
sign until he had read
darkness.
.angered the agent, who is alleged to
Stanhope went hack to his room
knocked
and
a
drawn
revolver
jhave
and exchanged his night clothes for a
the Swede unconscious.
riding-sui- t
as quickly as possible.
The young men say that they were
Then he went out to the stables and
given about $3 worth of clothing and saddled his fastest horse.
.put aboard the ship. Then they
In less than five minutes he had
learned that they were bound for Ham-- i
covered over a mile of the six that
were
of
but
Boston,
burg instead
forced to work. When the steamer must ib 3 traversed.
Could it be poKBihle that barely
reached the other side of the Atlantic
Claver-inthe young men went to Consul Uen-jer- three years had elapsed since
had come and robbed him of
Skinner at Hamburg and
made existence worth
lodged their complaint. Mr. Skinner everything that
isent them back to this country to while? his love, his happiness his
make their complaint to the immigra-- : all?
And Kathleen? She had unhesitattion authorities.
ingly made her choice, and only God
and Clavering and herself could have
SUICIDES, MALE AMD FEMALE told the rest.
But something in her face, in the
Three German Men to One Woman very atmosphere of her tonight had
to
Kill Themselves, According
stirred his blood strangely.
Prussian Statistics.
flashed
A sudden wild thought
mind.
What if
If Prussian statistics give any idea through Stanhope's
should die!
What if the
of the relative proportion, then women Ciavering
the one
with
he
had
worshipped
girl
ust be much fonder of life than men,
to be
were
of
his
life
great
passion
for more than three men commit suifree once more? All at once, he was
cide for every woman who takes her
conscious that his breath ceased; tin
own life.
blood pounded and surged in his temAccording to the Berlin correspondhis heart leaped guiltily. What
ent of the Lancet, the number of sut ples;
But he dashed away the thought
dea
in
showed
Prussia
jides
slight
his heels into the horse's
crease during the year 1911, when 21 and dug
If anything
sides
almost
viciously.
cases were registered for each 100,000
it must be by the will of
of the population, as compared with 22 happened,
not through his volition.
In 1910. The actual number of per- God, and
was over at last. His horse
The
ride
was
own
lives
sons who took their
he disof whom 6,394 were men and 2,028 was drenched and shaking as
mounted and ran. quickly up the steps
were women.
darkThe relatively highest proportion of to the front door to the big,
doctor
the
ened
where
house
great
35
each
100,000
for
suicides namely,
occurred in the province of Bran- lived.
"You must come at once yes, at
denburg; next came Berlin, with 32
once," he called excitedly through the
100,000.
per
.
"This is no hysterical
The tendency to commit suicide in- speaking-tubebut a case of life and death.
nonsense,
creases with the'age, the proportion
at the Heights, you
Charles
per 100,000 at various age periods be- know. Clavering,
Has those attacks with his
and
fifteen
follows:
as
Between
ing
Man's dying, I'm afraid."
twenty-fivyears, 2G; betweeen' thirtj heart.
When he had elicited the doctor's
and forty years, 23; between sixty and
to follow immediately, he
seventy years, 52; between seventf promise
himand eighty years, 61, and over eighty went back to his horse and flung
self wearily into the saddle, almost
63.
years,
emoAbout 25 per cent, of suicides are staggering under the whirl of
He dared
said to be caused by insanity. In 879 tions that held him in grip.'
cases bodily suffering, in 609 cases al- not think, for to think meant to hope,
coholic excess, in 942 cases sorrow and hoping might mean almost anyand in 604 caBes remorse were the thing.
The return journey was made mecauses assigned. In 1,786 cases the
chanically. To Stanhope's dazed brain
cause was absolutely unknown.
The smallest number of suicides it might have been six miles orone.it
might have been sixty or only
happened on Fridays and Sundays, He
rode through the darkness with
and the highest number on Mondays
bowed head and deliberately vacant
and Tuesdays.
senses. The draught upon his
left him physically weak, so
Initial Bluff.
that
when,
'by some inexplicable
"I didn't know you had bo many
chance, he found himself in front of
who
one
to
another
man
said
Initials,"
the Claverings', he half reeled in his
had been lucky enough to secure an baddle.
interview with the capitalists. "I nearAfter all, it was only natural that
ly dropped over when you told the boy he should stop here to learn the resee
the
to
K.
H.
Allen
wished
that,J.
sult. Kathleen would expect it, sine?
boss. What do they all stand for?"
he it had been to whom she' had ap"Nothing," said the man of many
initials. "J. for John is the only one pealed!
Soon the doctor came out and stood
il have any right to. The rest are add-ea moment in the doorway talking
for
on
was
their
just for effect. It
Mrs. Clavering. His face was gravto
strength that I got in to see you.
er than its won't and he shook his
"A string of letters will secure you
head from time to time as he talked.
an Interview almost anywhere; not
Stanhope could distinctly see the
send
never
on
in
a card
your look
printed
on Kathleen's face as the bright
card if you are unknown and not prop
from the hall chandelier fell full
light
erly introduced but spoken and with aqross It, and it told him better than
so
like
H.
K.
J.
that,
just
emphasis
any words could have done what the
the boy will think you are somebody outcome
might be. In her eyes, there
and will take care to repeat those were
terror a curious shrinkalarm,
blessed initials with the same force.
ing. But the heartbroken look of pasNot one man in a million will turn sionate
grief no!
you down if you can get yourself anHe backed cautiously into a shadow
nounced that way."
and waited till the doctor came out.
entered his runabout and drove away.
in
Advancement
Argentina.
A minute later, Stanhope touched
Argentina is about to put through a his horse and was gone, galloping on
number of large engineering schemes. and on and on, terrified by the terThe municipality of. Bahia Blanca is rible
passion that swept through him.
asking for estimates for a drainags When he had controlled himself, he
wanew
A
scheme to cost $1,500,000.
reversed his horse and settlad down
ter supply and sewerage scheme is to to a
steady, determined gait. In his
be undertaken In the capital, which
was a light that had never illumAn im- eyes
will cost over $20,000,000.
inated them before.
portant electric light and power plant
Overhead, the sky with its prodigal
will probably be the outcome of the
seemed flung full of gold
arrangements now being concluded be- splendor,
some giant hand. Below, the pale
tween the governments of Argentina by
radiance covered everything like a
and Grazil for utilidng the Iguazu
yellow cloud.
soft,
waterfalls, which af'ord sufficient waAn army of belated locusts broke
ter power to supply the two states
sillness
with their plaintive
and also the republic of Uruguay with the
and in the distance, a dog's
chorus,
a
fire
for
hundred
"probfbly
light and
bark echoed stridently.
years to come." '
But Stanhope was conscious of none
of these things as he rode on through
Good Night!
Mrs. Highbrow Don't you find the the tense solitude.
Copyright, by Dally Story Pub. Co.)
stone age interesting? ,
WilMrs. Lowbrow
Yes, 4ndeed!
An axiom Is something that Is allie's just that age now; but it's aw.
ways so even if it isn't so. Woman's
fully hard on the windows. Brooklyn Home
Companion.
Life.
'

FOR

Al-

Four hundred weddings were celebrated simultaneously on a recent
Saturday at Surat, India, among members of the Lewa Kunbi caste, according to the London Mirror.
None of the brides was over twelve
years of age, the majority being from
one to six years old, while the bridegrooms varied from three to nine.
Most of the contrcting parties sat or
lay on the laps of their parents during
the ceremony, and were given sweets
to keep them quiet.
The caste only celebrates weddings
every ten or twelve years. It is quite
a common thing for the children of
the caste to be married when they are
only four, five or six years of age, but
marriages at an earlier age than four
are exceptional.
These baby brides, of course, do not
join their husbands when they are
married. They wait until they reach
the age of ten or eleven, when there
is a second marriage.
Should a baby bride's husband die
before she reaches the age for the second marriage she becomes a widow
and has to remain so all her life.
In such cases the widow at once
loses caste. Her ornaments are taken
off her and she becames a sort of outcast, looked down upon and generally
made a household drudge.
The husband, on the other hand,
should his baby bride die before the
second marriage, may marry again.
In fact, he is expected to do so within
a few months of the death of the

The
)n-r-

nsxructive

I

Mrs. Kutter Cutrate is advertising
some beautiful house gowns at a bar
gain.
Mr. Kutter Well, our house doesn't
need a gown, but it does need a coat
of paint.

Idea

THE CARD CLUB

In
k

bride.
If he does not marry again within a
few months he loses caste. His fellows refuse to smoke or drink with
him.
MARRIAGE
Ceremony

LAW

IN

4

J

Advertising

ITALY

Is Only Legal When

Oliver

Per-

1

formed by Mayor of Place
Where Couple Reside.

"Where shall I go?"
"What shall I do?11

"How is your wife getting along at
In Italy marriage by law is a civil
her
card club?"
when
contract, only legal
performed
"Fine. So far nobody's put up a
by the mayor of the place in which the
bettor lunch than she did."
couple who desire to be married reside, or his assessor, and It must be
performed in the city chamber.
D
Some hotels and not a few pensions
in Rome are the constant resort of

"What shall I wear?"
"What shall I eat?"
"Where shall I live?"
And so on down the long list
of human, everyday questions.
You will find them all answered
in the pages of the modern, progressive newspaper.

ONE-SIDE-

needy adventurers with titles real or
spurious to their names, Duke This
and Prince That, who are always on
the lookout for money, says the Christian Herald. Aided, It may be, by
some one in the hotel or pension, they
get acquainted with a rich American
family with marriageable daughters.
To one of these love is made and marriage is arranged.
. Such have no difficulty In finding a
priest to perform their ceremony. It
is done. Then the adventurer deserts
the girl, and she has no remedy. Some
few years ago a young girl was so
treated. Her pseudo husband, having
secured her money, left her and man
ried civilly and legally an Italian
woman with whom he was in love.
The victimized girl shot dead her
and his wife. Recognizing the
provocation she had received, she was
left unpunished. Another girl simih
"And how did the visitors treat
arly betrayed committed suicide.
you?"
"Treat me? Why, I've been doing
Our Haughty Crests.
all the treating."
The feathers of the day are not suited to the locomotion of the day.
THE IDEA
A lady who has one of the new
smart low automobiles, and several of
the new, long, upstanding plumes
adorning her new small hats, finds the
task of reconciling her headgear with
her way of getting around rather temper-r

People read advertising now

for instruction and information,
as well as for its "bargain" pos-

"""""ilfQv

sibilities.

trying.

If she only had to lower her
haughty crest and butt into her car
like a goat at a cat,' it would be only
temporary inconvenience. Once in,
the plume is again in the way of the
rof, and must either be injured or
its wearer's head must be bowed as if
in grief for the whole of the journey.
Holes could, no doubt, be made in
the top' of cars for hat trimmings to
go through in' fine weather. These
might be regarded in the light of roof
gradens or r&of feat her farms, and
would surely enhance the appearance
of covered cars.
After all, knights of old wore their
plumes above closed visors! London

Sketch.

New ideas, new thoughts,

spirations and suggestions

LJ

in-

con-

stantly come to you if you take
advantage of the advertising
pages of this newspaper.

Oboor.

"And her mean husband thinks she's
extravagant."

Don't neglect your ad

"Why?"
Revising School Studies.
"Just because she insists on having:
Let no one say that the schools
have fallen into a rut and are able to Fido's monogram stamped on his dog
see no possibility beyond their rou- biscuits."
tine. There is a school in
in a rural village, where credits are!
THE REASON
given to the children for the "chores"!
they do at home, for milking the cow,
feeding the chickens, chopping the
firewood and similar tasks, which a
few years ago all country children
used to have to perform. Similarly in
the Erasmus Hall high school in
Brooklyn there is a teacher who is
giving his pupils "credits" for doing
the family marketing. Of course, we
suppose these Brooklyn children when
they grow up will do their marketing
by telephone or wireless, or not at all
if the kitchen, which is now becoming
a kitchenette, disappears entirely. But
what a vivid idea of history it gives
them to
it themselves, after
the manner of their grandfathers and
grandmothers! New York Tribune.
'

-

in

I

'I

Her Help.
"The fact of the matter is, I never
amounted to anything jetore I was
married."
'Why K-- you going to church to
"Then you give your wife crc uK for
Mildred?"
early,
ambition?"
awakening yonr
"To pray for my sweelbeart"
"No; for makiTr; it necessary for
-But I din't know jou had oh"
me to get out and hustle." Chicago
Record-Heraid- .
"I haven't that's Thy."
e

,

i

7

j
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mi Mmi mill

I

?

F3 cxy 15, 16, 17
25
CO

5
3,

pounds old potatoes

100 pounds
18 pounds

sugar
sugar

3 Can Van Camp's
3 No. 2 cans kraut
3 No. 2 cans string

3

.

.
...

$1.00
25c
25c
-- 25o

Pork and Beans
beans

-0

J5c
25o

HAVE YOUR ORDER

US

Get your tickets at Murphey's for
the class play; DO and 35 cents.
LIGGETT'S

GRADUATION
at MURPHEY'S.

Finch's Golden Wedding nye, aged
In the wood. Direct from the distillery to you. At the ixMy, of course.

"THE KIN)) THAT IS NOT

Highest In

LYE-PEELE-

In Flavour

Quality-Delici- ous

Insist on "Hunts"

If

you

want the highest

quality in canned fruits

At J. H. STEARINS

I

Try a dram oi Old Taylor
at the Opera Bar Adv.
CORRESPONDENCE

PAPER for

at

S.

Jefierson Raynolds, President.
Ilallett Raynolds, Cashier.
B, Raynolds, Vice President.
H. Erie Hoke, Assistant Cannier.
B, Davis, Vice President

Capital,

N

:

M:

Promts

and Undivided

$100,000

Ludwig Wm. Meld

high grade piaros at

eastern
strictly
prices.
A FAST BASEBALL

THE

CABLE-NELSO- N

GAME LOOKED

$35,000

3

standard pianos. We
will save you

OR

moo to $150
LAS VEGAS BLUES AND SALMON
GREYS OF SANTA WILL CLASH
HERE TOMORROW

ARE THE SUITS THAT WILL MAKE YOUR

on a piano purchase.

go

Eastern Star ladles will give a nail
June 11 at the armory. Music by
Mrs. Simlson's five piece orchestra.

Eddie Meloney as Jimmy in "Mrs.
Briggs of the Poultry Yard," will
make you laugh as he always does.
The Santa Fe concert to be given
at the Y. M. C. A. hall tonight by the
Hibbette Concert company of Chica
go, will start promptly at 8:30 o clock.
All seats will foe held until that time.
As was announced some time ago,
there will bo a band concert at ti e
Plaza park tomorrow night. The con
cert will begin at 7:45 o'clock, and
the general public Is invited to at

of COMMENCE
Big assortment
MENT BOOKS at MURPHEY'S.
Apolonlo Sena of Gallinas Springs
arrangements for the com
pletion of a private telephone line
from his much to thls'city. A wagon
oad of material for this line was
sent out to the Springs today.

The baseball fans are looking for
ward with interest to tomorrow after
noon when the first game of the sea
son will be played at Amusement
park. The Las Vegas Blues and the
Salmon Greys of Santa Fe will oppose
each other. As is the case nearly ev
cry time a Santa Fe team crosses bats
with a Las Vegas aggregation, it is
expected the game will be hotly contested from start to finish. The Sal
mon Greys are said to be in better
condition than ever to put up a good
game. The Blues' lineup contains the
names of many veteran Las Vegas
baseball players.
The game will start at 3 o'clock. A
large crowd is expected. The Blues
are particularly anxious that the fans
attend the game, as they hope to grow
into an aggregation, before the sea- on closes, that will be able to defeat
any other team In the state. The lineup will be as follows:
Salmon Greys Berardlnelli, c; Lopez, p; Gomez, lb.; Anderson, 2b.;
D. Anderson, 3b.; P. Berardinelll, es.;
Parsons, If.; Lloyd, cf.; Alarid, rf.
Las Vegas Nleto, c; Salazar, p.;
Larrazolo, lb.; Ellis, 2b.; Angel, 3b.;

THE

farthest.

ROSENTHAL

OPPOSITE

Y.

H.

055. GG
Now on

display in our Window.

GFLE'ENBEILGER.

C. A.

sk the
Doctor

TOMORROW

at the

Y. M. C. A.

jp

The buildmg will be ope i from D
o'clock in the morning until C o'cIock
i:i the evening for the general use of
members and visitors in tin city.
You are corPally invited to visit the
building;

NOTlCEf
Montano, ss.; Lujan, If.; Gallegos, cf.;
The La Jara Hunting and Fishing
Ellsworth, rf.
Street car service to and from the ciub has leased the La Jara and Tip
baseball park will be maintained for lakes, which are the two northernmost of th group of Kroenlg's lakes
the accommodation of the fans.
of the Ten Lakes Land company. No
person will be allowed to hunt or
COMMENCEMENT
fish upon this property except memBOOKS, LIG SMS II.
CLASSEN
In
GETT'S CHOCOLATES
bers of the club, and all persons gofancy
boxes, INITIAL PAPER AND COR
ing there must be prepared to show
DIESSUBDENLY a membership card In this organizaRESPONDENCE
CARDS at MUR
PHEY'S.
tion.
Otherwise they will be arrestSWEEPING A WALK AT ed for trespassing.
WHILE,
S, B. Rohrer, the land man, has pur- THE LA JARA HUNTING
HER RESIDENCE,
SHE IS
chased of William
Whalcn a 1913
AND FISHING CLUB.
STRICKEN BY HEART FAILURE

'

Whtvt he thinks of
heavy Baby Buggies.
It is a. fcnown fa.ct thsvt they are the
cause of many women's ills, being
so hard
to push. The STUflGIS is not only the lightest but the strongest
in the world.
Equipped with fine springs and the famous
luxury back. See our line before you buy.

A alse alarm of fire was turned in
this afternoon from 421 Eighth street,
ihe residence of George Moye. That
the East side fire department Is improving was shown at this alarm. The
team was hitched to the water-wago- n
when the alarm was sounded,2yet they
were on the scene In five minutes
after the alarm was turned in.

go-ca- rt

J. p. JOHNSEN & SON

liaB made

li.

FIRST NATIONAL BAM'
OF LAS VEGAS,

THE IVERS & POND

Phone Main 379

GRADUA-TIO-

MUURPHF.Y'S.

tend.

IS.

-

big line of APPROPRIATE
GRADUATION PRESENTS at MUR.
PHEY'S.

"Mrs. Briggs of the Poltry Yard."
Chickens bought, sold or made to order. May 20th.

FRUITS"

QUALITY

Clothes

outsider until
you consult us; our
standard makes and
our low prices on tha
easy payment plan or
for cash.

05.

S

--

TC7T1

of any

INITIAL
PAPER and CORRESPONDENCE
CARDS for GRADUATION GIFTS at MURPHEY'S.

CARDS AND
GIFTS

LABEL

THERE 15 NO LYE IN THE CAN

1IR

CHOC-OLATE-

Everybody Is going to "Mrs.
Briggs of the Poultry Yard" next
Tuesday at the Duncan.

INITIAL

--

inch
Guaranteed
Cotton Garden Hose
coupled m 5
lengths

PIANO

A

STEARNS' STORE
THERE IS NO LIE ON THE

Monday

ot

$5.65

any lOo rackage crackers
nt
packages Vermodlll, Spaghetti or Maear

LET

Saturday,

A

7UC

11.65
25c
25o

PER TRAY -

8TRAWBERRIE8
3

80c

-

pounds C. C. flour
pounds old potatoes
pounds new potatoes

7:14

IPI
All Wool

'nTOPD

Don't Biy

3-- 4

L40
75c

Lily flour
pounds C. C flour

25
300

at

BOOKS suitable for GRADUATION
GIFTS at MURPHEY'S.

'

25 pounds
E0

automobile lamps
o'clock this evening.
Light

J1-6-

pounds Cream Loaf flour
pounds Cream Loaf flour.
The very best flour made.
pounds Ll'iy Dour

CO

SPECIAL

LOCAL NEWS

EXCLUSIVE LOCAL AGENTS

"

$150 will buy 2 good building lots on Tilden avenue.
$600 will buy 3 good building lot on Fifth street.
?950 will buy 4 room adobe house jn a good corner.

'&

$
j

buy nice 5 room frame house on 2 lots well improved
on Eighth street.
SI 600 will buy modern frame house 5 rooms, 2 lots on Jackson
street.
$3250 will buy modern 6 room house, all improvements, Includ- ing furnace, on 2 lots on Fifth street.
$6250 will buy beautiful modern 8 room house, everything
.
date, 3 lots, best location on hill.
$1300 will

M

$d

Overland automobile. This machine
3
Is equipped with all the latest imA nice line of GIFT BOOKS at
This morning about i).2Q o'clock
VACANT AND IMPROVED, ALL SIZES, ALL PRICES.
provements and will be used by Mr. Mrs. Mary Closf-enwife of H, II. MURPHEY'S.
Rohrer In connection with his busi
WE CAN SUIT YOU
Clossen, died suddenly of Heart trouness.
ble. Mrs. Ciotisou was occupied this
TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY
INVESTMENT
& AGENCY CORPORATION 1
Tim
GEO. A. FLEMING, Manager. 1
603 Lincoln Ay.
morning in sweeping a walk in the
Nothing more pleasing than a box rear of the Clossen
house on FOR RENT Three sunny rooms
rooming
of LIGGETT'S
CHOCOLATES, for Grand
suitable for light housekeeping. Inavenue, and when last Been by
your GRADUATION GIFT, at MUR Mr. Clossen seemed to be in
quire 623 Twelfth street.
good
PHEY'S.
health. Mrs. Clossen, however, had
been practically an Invalid for the
The funeral of the late Mrs. Rach
past two years. Recently her condi-toiel Friedmann will bo held Monday
becanio more sorious.
morning at 10 o'clock from the realIS MADE FR.O.M
Mr. and Airs. Closson are amoug
deuce of the family, 1037 Eighth
the oldest timers of Las Vegas and
street.
are well known here. Mrs. Clossen
was C9 years of age. She was born
ASK YOUR. iR.OCEFL
LIGGETT'S CHOCOLATES FRESH
iu Warkworth, Canada, in 1814. She
BOXED for the
and ESPECIALLY
obtained her education and spent
SWEET GIRL GRADUATE, at
the larger part of her younger days
I
there. In ISU3 she was married to
Air. Clossen and
few years
a
after
The funeral of Mrs. J. H, Rlchlcy
L.
iZisauma
.
tawngaj
moved to the United States, coming
was held this afternoon from the
to New Mexico about 15 years ago.
fumily residence. The (services Were
Mrs. Clossen is survived besides her
conducted by Rev. J. H, Moore of St.
husband by four children, Mrs. May
Paul's Mumoria'i Episcopal church. A
Green of Globe, Ariz., Mrs. Hatlie
large number of friends attended the Elsworth
of Rochester, N. Y., Mrs.
uervlcos and many floral pioces made
We will
Martha
of Albuquerque,
Fitzpatrick
Mrs. Rlchley's last resting place
and Mr. Charles clossen, sherifr of to
beautiful. Interment was private. The
give complete
Santa Fe county. Arrangements for
Our milk will always stand the acid test for drugs and the
pall bearers were B. T. Mills, M. W.
barof
the funeral have not been made as
Brown, W, C. Ilaydon, Jefferson RayBabcock test for cream quality.
yet.
to offer
we
nolds, Charles Tamme and John
up-to-

Our Depositors Receive Every Courtesy and Accommodation Within the Scope of Good Ranking.

Interest Paid on Jinto Deposits

Cr G$

I

Em

CRYSTAL BUTTER.

n

SPECIAL SALE

MOSY HEAT FOR YOUR MONEY

SWASTIKA COAL
WHOLESALE

AND

R

E TA

1

L

or Cssh

I5TI1, lfiTD, 17TH

Strawberries
Bananas
Apples
Grape Fruit
Oranges

Black

1

not attempt
a
list

Tartarian Cherries, etc.

Lettuce
Radishes
Beets
'

Turnips

Carrots
Spinach
Asparagus
Green Onions, etc.

THE HOME OF THE BEST
EATABLE
OF EVERYTHING

AT

HE BilAAF

I

III

CO. STORE

The Buen Tlempo club has decided to give an informal dance next
We havo arranged to keop our Im- Monday night at the Fraternal Brothported Perchoron stallion Argotitenil erhood hall instead of Tuesday night.
at the farm of S. F. Ilemlet on All members are cordially invited to
the Mora road 2',i miles 'rom has attend this dance.
Yogas. This stallion weighs nearly a
ton when In show condition, sound
FALL'S FATHER DEAD.
and a high class individual.
Las Cruces, N. M May 17. CapWe are
anxious to become arqtialnted with tain W. R, Fall, father of United
the 'uorse breeders and invite tlieni to States Senator Albert B. Fall, of New
Inspect Argentenll at Mr. Hemtor's Mexico, died yesterday at this place.
farm as well as our breeding farm at Deceased was born in 1S35 in FrankOnava, where we have several other fort, Ky., 78 years ago. In the civii
registered Percheron stallions for war he was a scout o:i the starf of
service.
Terms very reasonable General Forrest, of the Confederate
The Rohrer Land and Development army, and captured Miss Cushman, a
Co.
famous federal spy.

the numerous
have
gains
but we will meet all
prices.

PASTEURIZED CREAM
IT SATISFIES
CRYSTAL 'CREAMERY Co I
,'

Better Milk For a Better Town

Our dairy will always htand the expert inspection required
by modern cities.
Ring out the old mistaken methods.
Ring in the new correct.ones.

C

D.

BOUCHER

Phone Main 4 and 24

N. B.

Fresh Straw-

berries everyday

der

early.

Or-

Our dairy deserves your patronage.
Your family deserves our milk.

The Corbett Sanitary Dairy

South Pacific Sfrerl

Milking Time 4 A.

Las

Veas, New

51

ex

U. and 2 P. II.
U

